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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OFFICIALS SAY TRADE WITH PRC CONTINUES 

Jakarta SINAR HARAPAN in Indonesian 23 Jun 86 p 11 

[Text] Jakarta, 23 June--Indonesian-PRC trade relations have not ceased but 
rather have increased, in spite of technical obstacles related to the PRC's 
ban against the presence of SGS (Societe Generale de Surveillance) surveyor 
representatives at Chinese ports. This problem needs to be resolved by the 
two governments. Because of this ban, trade between the two countries cannot 
be conducted directly but must be done at additional cost through third 
country ports like Hong Kong and Singapore. 

Sukamdani S. Gitosardjono and H.M. Taha, general chairman of the Indonesian 
KADIN [Chamber of Commerce and Industry] and chairman of the KADIN China 
Committee, respectively, gave this information to SINAR HARAPAN in 
separate interviews in Jakarta on Friday afternoon [20 June}. 

Indonesian-PRC trade reportedly ceased some time ago because of failure to 
reach agreement on procedures for inspection of Indonesian imports at Chinese 
ports, which necessitated direct involvement by the head of state. 

Sukamdani said that transactions between businessmen in the two countries 
still function smoothly. This is in spite of the fact that shipping must be 
done via Hong Kong and Singapore, where national importers incur additional] 
expense for transit port costs, transfer of cargo, and commissions to 
intermediaries in those ports. "It is true that high costs must be borne by 
our importers, but don't take that as meaning they have stopped trading,” 
Sukamdani said. 

The general chairman of the Indonesian KADIN could not say with certainty, 
however, when the question of SGS authority to inspect cargoes at ports of 
shipment, in accordance with INPRES [Presidential Instruction] 4/85, would be 
settled. 

Contracts In Effect 

Meanwhile, H.M. Taha, chairman of the China Committee, who is still on 
leave following his return from Hong Kong and Singapore, said when contacted 
by SINAR HARAPAN that he was surprised at statements that trade activity 
between the two countries had ceased. 



Taha said that businessmen he met with in Hong Kong and Singapore have signed 
contracts with Chinese businessmen. "In May alone, several Chinese and 
Indonesian ships carried about 60,000 tons of Indonesian goods for China, and 

at the end of May the PRC contracted for $6 million worth of purchases from 
Indonesia," Taha explained. 

KADIN Representation ‘ 

In answer to a question about KADIN meetings with the CCIC (Chinese inspection 
group), he saic that several meetings on the SGS problem were held with 
authorities involved before the KADIN delegation left for Beijing in the 
middle of April 1986. 

He said the obstacles to be overcome now that must receive the "goodwill" of 
the PRC government and responsible authorities relate to the flow of Chinese 
exports. "In view of this experience, the opening of KADIN representations in 
the PRC may now be necessary, not only to handle problems but also to help 
Indonesian businessmen find overseas buyers," H.M. Taha stated. 

Following the resumption of trade with the PRC through the signing of a 
memorandum of understanding in Singapore on 5 July 1985, the government 
specified 6 months as a transition period for the inspection of goods and 
issuance of investigation validation reports (LKP) at ports of shipment. The 
CCIC and the Indonesian KADIN used that opportunity to meet with the SGS in 
Jakarta in January 1986. 

New Talks 

“Agreement between the CCIC and the SGS had been reached and signed before the 
SGS held consultation with the Department of Trade, which had commissioned the 
SGS," said Taha. He feels that this was the main reason for the problems that 
followed, because the Indonesian government considers that stipulations in the 
agreement are inadequate. Finally, it was necessary to reconsider the 
agreement, and the minister of trade wrote a letter to the SGS asking that the 
agreement be corrected. 

"That was the reason the KADIN delegation that accompanied the SCS to Bei jing 
was unable to reach an agreement. Nevertheless, I believe that under present 
conditions there will be an opportunity if new talks are held," Taha further 
explained. 
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IRANIAN DEPUTY FOREIGN MINISTER CALLS ON PRESIDENT 

Jakarta KOMPAS in Indonesian 25 Jun 86 p 12 

[Text] Jakarta, KOMPAS--Yesterday at the Bina Graha, Shaykhol Fslam, 
political deputy to the Iranian foreign minister, accompanied by Seyed Hussein 
Mir Fakhar, iranian ambassador in Jakarta, paid a courtesy call on President 
Soeharto. They were escorted by Soedarmono, secretary general of DEPLU 
[Department of Foreign Affairs]. 

Eslam told the press that he had brought a message to President Soeharto from 
President of Iran Khamenei and that they had discussed several matters related 
to Indonesian-Iranian relations and cooperation and to efforts to stabilize 
the price of oil. The two countries are members of the Nonaligned Movement 
and of OPFC. He said Iran hopes to establish cooperation with Indonesia in 
areas of economy, culture, etc. 

Trade relations between the two countries so far have been through 
intermediaries. Therefore, a way must be sought to make direct trade 
possible. 

With regard to that, Eslam added that he hoped the Iranian minister of trade 
will be able to visit Indonesia to further discuss possibilities for economic 
and trade cooperation between the two countries. "Indonesia has much 
potential for a market in Iran," he declared. 

He feels that Indonesia and Iran can cooperate in international forums as well 
as in economic and trade sectors 

With respect to the stabilization of world oil prices, the political deputy to 
the foreign minister of Iran said that OPFC is the most effective body for the 
third world and that, consequently, Iran will not leave OPFC. 
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SUHARTO DENIES RICE SELF-SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM ‘THREATENED’ 

Jakarta KOMPAS in Indonesian 8 Jul 66 p 1 

[Text] Jakarta, KOMPAS--Although the production of paddy recently has declined 
to some extent, according to President Suharto this has not threatened the 
rice self-sufficiency program. Present stocks of rice are about 2.6 million 
tons, and the average production per capita has also increased, compared to 
consumption per capita. 

The statement of the chief of state was made at the Bina Graha offices in 

Jakarta on 7 July after the president received a report from Engr Achmad 
Affandi, minister of agriculture, and Engineer Wardoyo, junior minister for 
food production. 

Engineer Wardoyo told reporters that up to the end of June the area planted to 

paddy had declined by about 337,000 hectares. However, the area planted to 
secondary crops had increased by about 1 million hectares. Acccrding to 
Junior Minister Wardoyo, the decrease in the area planted to paddy was caused 
by the fact that the onset of the rainy season had been delayed, and farmers 

had made use of this circumstance to plant secondary crops. 

He said that the decline in production of rice this year will not disturb the 
food self-sufficiency program. However, declines of this kind should not 
continue to occur. 

On 3 July Junior Minister Wardoyo said that the increase in the production of 
rice this year, according to the Central Statistical Bureau, would be only 
0.18 percent, compared to 1985. In this connection, the increase in the 
production of rice, comparing 1983 to 1984, was 8 percent, and the increase 
from 1984 to 1985 was 2.3 percent. 

The decline in planting paddy is a result of the low price of unhusked rice to 
farmers growing it, at the beginning of 1985. In addition, it is also due to 
the fact that the area planted to rice declined after the paddy fields 

concerned were turned over to planting corn and soy beans. 

The tendency toward steadily smaller increases in the production of rice over 

the past 3 years, accorcing to Junior Minister Wardoyo, is a warning sign 
which must be taken seriously if we want to mintain self-sufficiency in the 
production of rice. 



2.5 Billion Rupiah 

Regarding the food aid for the people of Africa, which was promised by 

President Soeharto to the director general of the FAO at the FAO meeting in 
Rome in November 1985, Wardoyo said that this will be turned over by the chief 
of state to the director general of FAO on the occasion of the celebration of 
Farmers Action Day and National Farmers Contact Week next 22 July in North 
Sumatra. 

The help promised by President Soeharto amounts to 100,000 tons of rice, 
valued at 17.5 billion rupiahs. The first consignment of the food which will 
be turned over to the director general of FAO is worth 2.5 billion rupiahs. 
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DISCUSSION OF PRESIDENTIAL SUCCESSION ISSUE 

Jakarta TEMPO in Indonesian 28 Jun 86 p 12 

[Article by Saur Hutabarat: “Suhardiman, and the Institution of the 
Presidency” ] 

[Text] The subject of the office of the president is egain a popular one. 
Issues surrounding the institution of the presidency have come to the surface 
after being brought up by Suhardiman. The chairman for political affairs of 
the Development Function Faction in the DPR [parliament] indeed proposed that 
the system of succession for national leadership be discussed in the 1988 
General Assembly [SU] of the MPR [Peoples Consultative Congress]. "Actually, 
we do not have a standard pattern for the regeneration of national leader- 
ship," he said. He believes a discussion of the succession system will be 
very important, so that there will not be national disruption when the moment 
of change in national leadership arrives. 

"We must have a modern systcm of state administration, must we not?" declared 

the chairman of SOKSI [Federation of Indonesian Socialist Workers Organiza- 
tions]. "It's necessary, then, to have clear plans." Clear plans, he said, 
can be made only if there is a policy decision as a basis, which means an MPR 
decision. 

In the view of the holder of a doctorate in administrative science from 
i7 August University, a policy decision on regeneration in the institution of 
the presidency will, in fact, supplement the UUD 45 [1945 Constitution]. He 
said that Article 7 of the UUD 45 "does not support limiting the president's 
term of otfice, nor does it forbid the limitation.” The article reads, “The 
president and vice president shall have a term of office of 5 years, after 
which they may be reelected." 

In the view of the retired brigadier general, who was born at Gawok, 
Kartosuro, Surakarta, on 18 December 1924, it would be good if the 1988 SU-MPR 
would define qualifications for the president and vice president and specify 
how many terms of office they may hold. 

According to Suhardiman, tl.e 1988-93 period will be the final period of 
service for the independence generation. By 1993, the baton of leadership 
will have been passed totally to a new generation, "A mechanism with a strong 



legal foundation, namely, an MPR decision, should be readied so that the relay 
can be accomplished flawlessly," he stated. 

He sees a strong legal foundation as very necessary. Why? Because of 
experience, he said, indicating that the change of presidents in the past was 
not flawless. “There was an element of surprise," he stated. "Must we await 
surprise and crisis again?" he added. "That must be avoided. Therefore, a 
system is needei that will prevent it." 

Prof Dr Sri Soemantri, dean of the Law Faculty of Pajajaran University, 
believes it is indeed "necessary to have a limitation on the term of office of 
the head of state." He stated that Article 7 of the UUD 45 actually refers to 
limiting the length of the cerm of office, but it does not mention how many 
times a president may be reelected. How many times is appropriate? "That 
requires thorough study," Sri said. Indonesia is a pluralistic society that 
"demands a strong form of leadership, but, at the same time, the leader must 
be demccratic," he stated. 

At present, however, only ABRI is homogeneous. "Consequently, an inflexible 
limitation on the term of office of the national leadership could, on the 
negative side, give rise to political disruption," said Sri Soemantri. "On 
the positive side, it could bring a welcome change, for succession also means 
renewal," he added. 

Sri feels that if a limitation on the term of office is deemed necessary, the 
guideline should be long-term national interest. "We have REPELITA [5-Year 
Development Plan]. From that, we can agree on how many phases are needed for 
a period of national leadership to be complete,” he said. 

As for Suhardiman himself, there is no need to set a figure as a limit on the 
number of terms, “What is necessary are specific parameters on how a 
president can be reelected to another term," he declared. What does he mean? 
"The point is, there must be clear guidelines regarding the quality of a 
president." 

The points brought up by Suhardiman are material for discussion in the 1988 
SU-MPR, now about 2 years in the future. Contradictory views are also 
appearing. It is Sarwono Kusumaatmadja, secretary general of th. GOLF’” DPP 
[Central Executive Council], who feels that no further regulation is nm ded. 
"I think the institution of the presidency is adequately regulated in the 
UUD 45," he asserted. "The UUD 45 is absolute and cannot be altered." 

According to Sarwono, democracy develops through public awareness, and also 
because political institutions fully play their roles. The presidency is 
merely one of those institutions. But, in reality, there are many democratic 
nations that "do not make an issue of presidential terms of office," he said. 
Sarwono, like Prof Sri Soemantri, cited France as an example. With the 
president's 7-year term of office, said Soemantri, France does not limit the 

number of times a president may be reelected. 



Sarwono seid that Great Britain, with its parliamentary system, also does not 

limit the number of times a person may be elected as prime minister. The 
United States itself, he said, did not limit the term of the president to two 

terms until after World War II. “Does that mean the United States was not 
democratic before that?" 

It was SUARA KARYA that stated in an editorial that there is no relevance in 
discussing limitations on the office of the president. It is more important, 
for example, to face economic problems. Furthermore, the paper said, "The 
Indonesian people still want Soeharto to be president for the next term." 
SINAR HARAPAN quoted from a speech by Minister Cosmas Batubare. Cosmas, it 
said, recently stated in a speech in Tokyo that moving to a new generation 
without a political system that works well will produce 200 years of 
disruption through struggles for power, as in Latin America. 

"Others may not agree," said Suhardiman, director of PT [limited company } 
Evergreen Hotel and a leader of SOKSI since 1962. "I may be as one walking 
alone through the desert," said the GOLKAR figure, who always gives the 
impression of vigor. 
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NU BRANCH DEFIES BAN ON SERVING AS PPP OFFICERS 

Jakarta [EMPO in Indonesian 28 Jun 86 pp 15, 16 

[Text] Two cousins, the grandsons of K.H. Hasyim Asy'ari, founder of the NU 
[Nahdlatul Ulama], are now involved in political conflict. The conflict 
between Mohammad Baidhawi and Abdurrahman Wahid erupted at the end of last 
month as a consequence of the ban by the NU PB [Executive Board] on holding 
office in a political party and its ban on NU scholars, boarding school 
directors, and NU preachers becoming campaign workers in the 1987 elections. 

Mohammad Baidhawi, chairman of the Jombang, East Java, Branch of the NU, has 
indeed paid no attention to NU PB Decision 72 of 1985. Almost all directors 
of the Jombang NU also hold responsible positions in the PPP [Development 
Unity Party]. For example, Mohammad Baidhawi himself is a member of the PPP 
DPP [Central Executive Council]. 

Furthermore, the Jombang NU office continues to have multiple functions, as 
though opposing the NU PB decision. The office serves both the NU and the 
PPP and has two signs on it. In fact, K.H. Syamsuri Badawi, a member of the 
Jombang NU Consultative Council, not only continues to serve as chairman of 
the Branch Advisory Council of the PPP DPC [Branch Executive Board] but also 
requires that Muslims vote for the PPP. "Islam is supported only by Muslims, 
and the PPP is the only political party that still has a program of support 
for Islam," said the 66-year-old scholar. 

It was the East Java Regional Executive Board of the NU that asked the PB to 
freeze the Jombang Branch of the NU. The decision was issued on 29 May. 

According to Abdurrahman Wahid, chairman of the NU PB, the Regional NU had 
reprimanded the Jombang Branch before the letter of decision was issued. 
"Their answer was that they do not recognize Hasyim Latief as chairman of the 
East Java Regional NU," said Abdurrahman Wahid. "That means rebellion, 
doesn't it?" 

The "rebellion" of Mohammad Baidhawi and his colleagues has so far not been 
resolved. For example, 2 days before Idulfitri [feast at the end of the 
fasting month], he held a periodic conference, which was attended by 
representatives of 17 of the 20 subbranch councils (at the subdistrict level). 
The conference set up a selection group, which then formed a new board for the 



period 1986-89. K.H. Syamsuri Badawi, director of the noted Tebuireng 
boarding school, was chosen as new chairman of the Executive Board of the 
Jombang NU Branch. 

The scholar from Cirebon, who has a reputation for being brusque and frank, 
said the the NU PB took the wrong attitude. "Voting for the PPP is a 
requirement for Muslims," he stated. "If you join Islam, don't be half- 
hearted about it. That includes politics." 

He acknowledged that NU leadership under J. Naro has had an “unstable"™ 
credibility. But, he said, "If the leadership is bad, that doesn't mean the 
members must be bad, too. Replace the leadership, so that the members will be 
preserved." With that attitude, he rejected the NU PB decision to separate 
from the PPP. "I will not back down,” he declared. "J will face anyone." 
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PERBANAS CHAIRMAN DENIES ALLEGATIONS OF CAPITAL FLIGHT 

Jakarta HARIAN UMUM AB in Indonesian 25 Jun 86 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Jakarta, AB--I Nyoman Moena, general chairman of the Association of 
National Private Banks (PERBANAS), denied allegations by the Indonesian KADIN 
[Chamber of Commerce and Industry] that massive flights of capital are now 
taking place. 

I Nyoman Moena made this denial in an interview with ANTARA in Jakarta on 
Tuesday [24 June]. 

Big surges in transactions on the Foreign Currency Exchange (BVA) of the Bank 
of Indonesia will mean that massive overseas flights oi Indonesian capital are 
taking place. 

From his observation, however, foreign exchange transactions, especially in 

U.S. dollars, have not increased but rather have dropped in comparison with 
earlier periods. 

The drop in U.S. dollar transactions on the Bank of Indonesia BVA is very 
disturbing, because it raises concern that domestic industries that normally 

use foreign exchange to import raw and support materials are nct producing. 
"The weakening demand for the U.S. dollar on the Bank of Indonesia BVA is an 
indication that massive overseas flights of capital are not occurring,” he 
stated. 

Engr Siswono Yudhohusodo, deputy general chairman of the Indonesian KADIN, had 
told the press recently that rather large amounts of Indonesian capital are 
now fleeing overseas, causing alarm in the national business world. 

Indonesia currently uses a system of unrestricted foreign exchange, which 
makes possible the flight of capital overseas. If this has taken place, 
however, it has not reached the point of endangering domestic monetary 
stability. 

Normal foreign exchange demand is about $800 million per month for raw and 
support materials to meet the needs of domestic industries. 

Recent observation found that foreign exchange sales on the Bank of Indonesia 
BVA and at other foreign exchange banks have been at lower than normal levels. 
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PAPER DESCRIBES ‘SERIOUS CONDITION’ OF PLYWOOD (NDUSTRY 

Jakarta KOMPAS in Indonesian 7 Jul 86 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Jakarta, KOMPAS--Plywood, which up to now has been called the prima 
donna of non-oil and natural gas exports, has turned out to be only an 
apparent source of pride which can cause a national disaster. The rather 

large export earnings from this commodity in fact have amounted to the return 

on investments which have not been paid for. It is not surprising that many 
companies are unable to pay interest on their bank loans. Indeed, a number of 

mills are processing fiber mats or, at least, have reduced their production 
under the impact of the present situation. 

According to a KOMPAS source in the Ministry of Forestry who made these 
comments on 3 July, in a relatively short time the production of Indonesian 
plywood rose sharply from an initial output of only 1.55 million cubic meters 
in 1981 to 4.68 million cubic meters in 1985. Exports also rose from 774,000 
cubic meters (1981) to 3.78 million cubic meters (1985). There was an 
increase in the foreign exchange value of these exports from $162,780,000 to 
$810,930,000 during the same period. 

However, it is regrettable that the rapid expansion of production occurred at 
the same time as a decline in orders from all world markets as a consequence 
of the world recession. The plywood price, which was originally $340 to $350 
per cubic meter, declined in an uncontrolled way and reached $210 per cubic 
meter. Ironically, the greater the exports, the greater also the losses 
suffered by the producers. This is because, on the one hand, the price tended 
to decline while, on the other hand, the cost of domestic production 
increased. 

Many factories at present are in serious condition and are experiencing cash 
flow problems which are a cause for great concern. The sluggishness of the 
domestic plywood industry has now reached dimensions which can endanger the 

continued existence of the industry as a whole. One plywood factory in West 
Kalimantan has been taken over by its bank, while another factory in Ambon is 

faced with a debt problem. 

At present there are 108 plywood factories throughout Indonesia, with an 
installed productive capacity of 7.5 million cubic meters annually. In 1986 
it is estimated that the industry will be capable of producing 5.0 million 
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cubic meters of plywood. Out of this production 3.7 million cubic meters will 

be exported, and 1.3 million cubic meters will be consumed in Indonesia. 

Export receipts will be about $8.) million, while domestic sales are estimated 

at about $200 million, amounting to total sales of $1 billion for the whole 
industry. 

Such large gross income figures are meaningless when compared with the costs 

which must be met. Recalling that the total asset value of the whole plywood 

industry is about $2.5 billion, bank interest of $300 million annually must be 

paid, assuming a rate of interest of only 12 percent. 

The above does not include depreciation of the plywood factories, which is 
also very high. When it is considered that the useful life of a plywood 
factory is up to 12.5 years, the depreciation charges reach $200 million 
annually. That is, $2.5 billion invested, divided by 12.5 years. So the 

plywood industry must pay bank interest and depreciation charges amounting to 

$500 million per year. 

In view of this calculation, from the receipts from sales of plywood in 1986, 
estimated at $1 billion, $500 million in costs must be deducted, leaving $500 
million. If the plywood industry really pays bank interest due and allows for 
depreciation, the remaining $500 million will not be enough to produce 5.0 
million cubic meters of plywood at a price of $100 per cubic meter, when the 
cost of production is about $160-180 per cubic meter. 

Because the industry has lost capital from previous sales of plywood, it has 
no alternative to refusing to pay interest to the banks and areturn on its 
capital. This means that existing capital will continue to be nibbled away to 

maintain production, and the industry will be increasingly stifled by 

accumulated debt and rising interest rates. 

A serious matter which must be handled is achieving the efficiencies of scale, 
so that factory capacity, as far as possible, will be fully used. It is very 
much hoped that assistance will be obtained from all groups invo'ved to 

strengthen continued production and marketing of plywood, because Indonesia 
has rashly become the largest producer and exporter of tropical plywood in the 
world. 

Indeed, the growth of the industry has continued because businessmen holding 
HPH [logging permits] have tried to keep them in effect, after realizing that 
it is no longer possible to continue exporting timber in logs. The plywood 
factories grew quickly without consideration of the fact that the economy had 
reached the saturation point. 

The moral burden for the plywood industry is so heavy because it provides work 
to about 750,000 heads of families, who support 3.0 million Indonesians in 
isolated areas of the country. 

5170 
CSO: -4213/173 
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BRIEFS 

OPTIMISM FOR GOLKAR--Jakarta, PELITA--Sudharmono, SH [master of laws], 
general chairman of the GOLKAR DPP [Central Executive Council], is confident 
GOLKAR will meet its desired target of 65 percent of the votes in the 1987 
elections, which means that GOLKAR must win 20 million more votes than it did 
in 1982 if it is to maintain the same position. Sudharmono expressed his 
optimism at the closing program of the education and training (DIKLAT) for 
women functional cadres of the GOLKAR Central Federation of Women's 
Organizations, held on Saturday [28 June] at the GOLKAR DPP building in 
Jakarta. Moreover, said Sudharmono, if GOLKAR cadres show the same hard work 
and dedication they have shown during the 3-day DIKLAT, more than the 
70 million votes will be achieved and more than 270 seats will be won in 
parliament. Sudharmono thus emphasized the task and challenge that must be 
taken up by each cadre in order to make the next election a success. 
Sudharmono also expressed his confidence that each member of the Federation of 
Women's Organizations, whether in Jakarta or in the provinces, will have the 
determination, knowledge, and dedication to bring about a three-fold success 
for GOLKAR, especially in the election, which is success number three. [Text] 
{Jakarta PELITA in Indonesian 30 Jun 86 p 1] 6942 

INDONESIA AS NONALIGNED HOST--Jakarta, PELITA--The Islamic Republic of Iran 
supports Indonesia as host of the next Nonaligned Movement summit after the 
summit meeting that is to be held in Zimbabwe this year. This statement was 
made by the special envoy of the president of Iran, who paid a courtesy 
visit to President Soeharto at the Bina Graha on Thursday [24 June]. The 
envoy, Syaikol Eslam, who is also the Iranian deputy foreign minister, said 
after his meeting with the president that he brought a message and greetings 
to President Soeharto from Iranian President Ali Khamaeni. He did not reveal 
the contents of the message, however. He said he hoped economic, trade, and 
political relations between the two countries could be expanded. An Iranian 
economic delegation led by the Iranian minister of trade will visit Indonesia 
for that purpose in the near future. Fslam feels that Islamic nations do not 
play a large enough role in the Nonaligned Movement and hopes their role will 
se larger in the future. [Text] [Jakarta PELITA in Indonesian 21 Jun 86 
p 3] 6942 

DECLINE IN IMPORTS--Jakarta, PELITA--Indonesian imports have declined steadily 
over the last 3 years. Among the reasons for this is Indonesia's capability 
to produce import substitutes such as electronic and computer equipment, which 
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previously were imported extensively. In addition, increased domestic 
production of rice and sugar have helped to save foreign exchange. Figures 
from the Public Relations Section of the Department of Trade show that 
Indonesian imports in 1982 were valued at $16.859 million. In 1983, they 
declined to $16.352 million, then to $14.872 million in 1984 and to $10.262 
million in in 1985, In the first 2 months (January and February) of 1980, 
imports were about 10 percent less than during the same period in 1985. 
Whereas imports during the first 2 months of 1985 were valued at $1.718 
million, they declined about 10 percent to $1.548 million during the same 
period in 1986. For the most part, Indonesian imports consist of capital 
goods like machinery, chemicals, and items that cannot yet be produced 
domestically. [Text] [Jakarta PELITA in Indonesian 21 Jun 86 p 3] 5942 

CSO: 4213/167 
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22 August 1986 

PHILIPPINES 

AQUINO TO RAISE SUGAR QUOTA ISSUE ON U.S. VISIT 

HK290647 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 28 Jul 86 p 15 

[Text] Bacolod City--Sugar quota issue will be one of the items on the "shop- 
ping list" of President Corazon C. Aquino when she goes to the United States 

late this year. 

Sugar Regulatory Agency [SRA] Chairman Arsenio Yulo said the chances of an in- 
crease in the Philippine sugar quota for the U.S. market are brighter than ever 
with 98 percent of the American senators and congressmen giving signals of 

their willingness to help this country. 

Yulo disclosed this here yesterday when he spoke at the installation rites of 
the Bishop Casimiro M. Lledoc Assembly of the Knights of Columbus, headed by 

Enrico Lagtapon. 

The SRA head who confirmed to BUSINESS DAY that he would also be in the United 

States during the president's official visit had earlier revealed that U.S. 

officials also tend to favor the chances of an increased quota. 

The present quota is only 203,000 metric tons and the industry is lobbying to 
double the amount. Hopes dimmed further last month, however, with the announce- 
ment that the United States had earmarked an $18-million allocation to the 

Philippines to make up for its loss of the quota there. 

Yulo said the president herself had informed his that she was including the 

sugar quota problem in her talks with U.S. officials. 

Yulo also told the Knights of Columbus and their guests most of whom were sugar 
planters that they must accept the fact that the production of sugar alone is 

not likely to help them overcome the present crisis in the industry. 

However, he said they should look to the other uses and byproducts of sugar cane 
which could still offset the gloomy predictions of those who appeared to be giv- 

ing up all hopes for the industry. 

"By sugar alone we cannot overcome the crisis," Yulo said, “but we can exploit 
the possibilities and the versatility of the sugar cane itself." 
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He mentioned the production of ethanol from molasses to fuel cars and machiner- 

ies which, he said, could raise the target of 1.4 million tons set by Sugar 

Order No 1 recently to as high as 1.7 million tons. 

Another item, he said, was bagasse which could be used in sugar mills instead 

of bunker fuel as well as for reconditioning the soil. 

He also warned the planters against the inroads being made by ar':ificial 

sweeteners in the domestic market and asked them to join other countries in 
their fight against its use. 

"Point out that sugar is natural, that sweetners are chemically-based and in- 

ferior in taste compared to it," he advised. 

Yulo also pointed out that domestic consumption of sugar has not increased 

very greatly within the past 20 years. In 1966, he said, the country consumed 

800,000 metric tons. Today, 1986, we barely reach 1 million tons he said. 

/12232 
CSO: 4200/1280 
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JPRS-SEA-86- 146 
22 August 1986 

PHILIPPINES 

GROUPS PLAN MASS PROTEST ACTIONS AGAINST IMF, BASES 

HK310823 Manila THE NEWS HERALD in English 30 Jul 86 p 6 

{(Text] Militant groups will stage today before Malacanang and the Batasang 
Pambansa simultaneous mass actions to protest the World Bank-IMF imposition of 
import liberalization, demand removal of U.S. military facilities and press for 

autonomy for the ethnic tribes. 

Kilusang Pilipino Muna (KPM) [Filipinos First Movement] and Bagong Alyansang 

Makabayan [Bayan--New People's Alliance] will march to Malacanang this morning 
to protest the imposition of import liberalization program which they said is 
blatant intervention in the country’s economy, a condition for the release of 
$615 million special drawing rights as a standby credit. 

Bal Pinguel, director of Popular Struggle of People's Center Commission under 
Bayan, said that the liberalization scheme will spell doom for the country's 
industrialization. He added that this involves 13 areas of commodity products 
affecting more than 1,000 commodities from food to iron and steel. He said 

that the lowering of tariffs and duties on those imported items will directly 
affect the farmers, workers and all producers since these items are already 

being produced locally. He cited corn as one of the items which, he added, 

the country has already a glut. 

He said that they will try to talk with the president about this imposition. 

Another mass action will be carried out by Bayan Metro Manila Chapter during 
Constitutional Commission plenary session. They will call attention to issues 

concerning the removal of the U.S. military facilities which they believe had 

been left out. 

They said that the plenary session is where the vital bases issue should be 
discussed thoroughly to bring up the fact of the growing anti-bases sentiment 

of the people. This drastic change showed the political awakening of the 

people concerning the facilities, they added. 

The other mass action will involve ethnic tribes from the different minority 
groups. They will hold a motorcade up to the Batasan to press for autonomy. 

The Cordillera Peoples Alliance of Mountain Provinces and other groups from as 

far as the Mindanao region will stage the demonstration which Bayan will support. 

/12232 
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JPRS-SEA-86- 146 
22 August 1986 

PHILIPPINES 

PIMENTEL ON OUSTER OF OIC GOVERNORS 

HK251527 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 25 Jul 86 p 14 

[Text] Local Governments Minister Aquilino Pimentel Jr said yesterday more 
newly-appointed officers-in-charge [OIC]--governors and municipal or city 
mayors--are to be ousted and replaced due to serious complaints or charges 

against them. 

He told newsmen that the purge of the OICs has begun with the ouster and re- 

placement of former member of parliament Jolly Fernandez as OIC governor of 

Masbate last Tuesday. 

Pimentel said there are compelling reasons that led to Fernandez's ouster such 
as a report of tiie National Bureau of Investigation indicating his “unseemly 
actions and activities,” notably his "mauling of a local newspaperman and an 

OIC mayor of a Masbate town." 

He said Fernandez “will need very strong arguments to make us reconsider our 

decision" to oust him. 

Pimentel pointed out that “there are other heads which will roll or some OIC 

governors and mayors who will be placed on the carpet." 

"It is the duty of this government to purge the ranks of undesirable provincial 
and municipal leadership without fear or favor," he concluded. 

Meanwhile, tension grips Masbate as Acting Governor Jolly Fernandez refused to 

yield his post to newly-appointed officer-in-charge Nestor Espenilia. 

"I will not vacate my post unless the order came from President Aquino," de- 
clared Fernandez before some 200 followers massed in front of the Masbate pro- 

vincial capitol yesterday. 

For his part, Espenilla said he is determined to assume the governorship even 

if "I hold office somewhere in the town." 

A few hundred meters away from Fernandez's group were some 200 supporters of 

Espenilla waiting for their leader to assume his office at the capitol 

building. 
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A contingent of constabulary men was on standby near the capitol building to 

prevent any untoward incident from either group of followers. 

Fernandez's appointment as Masbate OIC was revoked Tueaday by Local Governments 
Minister Aquilino Pimentel Jr because of the former assembly-man"s alleged in- 
volvement in the mauling of a newsman and a town acting mayor. 

Holding high the order of Pimentel ousting him as OIC, Fernandez told his cheer- 
ing supporters that he was assured by the President Wednesday afternoon that 

his case would be given due consideration. 

Both Fernandez and Espenilla arrived yesterday in Masbate aboard the same plane 
and apparently they were still in good terms. Their followers met them at the 
airport. Then they went on separate ways. 

412232 
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JPRS-SEA-86- 146 
22 August 1986 

PHILIPPINES 

NEW DAY INTERVIEWS LABOR MINISTER SANCHEZ 

HK281251 Quezon City NEW DAY (MAGAZINE section) in English 28 Jul 86 pp 4, 9 

[Interview with Minister of Labor and Employment Augusto Sanchez by Gemma N. 
Almendral: "The Right Man for the Job"--date and place not given] 

[Text] Labor Minister Augusto 'Bobbit' Sanchez has the disconcerting habit 
of answering questions in brief, unelaborate sentences or throwing them back 
at the questioner. Thus, in a brief encounter, if one is not patient or 
motivated enough to persist, one is left with baffling non-answers like “what's 
wrong with being a leftist?" or bombshells like the “the multinationals can go 
to hell" without really getting to the point of his treatise. 

But when one persists, Sanchez's slow unravelling of his thoughts can leave one 
just as baffled. How can this soft-spoken man generate such negative reactions 
from the moneyed sectors of society when his most "radical" vision--to elevate 
the status of labor to a level equal to management to assure that bargaining is 
fair--echoes that of any self-respecting Christian? Is Sanchez the villain a 

mere media creation? 

Ever since he assumed the post in March, the former MP and exchairman of the 
Mabini lawyers group has been under attack from all sides. He has been chas- 

tened by the press as a one-man wrecking crew of the government's image of 
stability for his "left-leaning" utterances and his display of a strong tendency 
towards “communism.” Would-be investors have allegedly put their investment 
schemes on hold until Sanchez shuts up or, better still, is ousted. 

But President Aquino has refused to be pressured. In her most recent speech 
before businessmen she defended Sanchez as “the right man for the job." Top 
corporate lawyer and UP [University of the Philippines] President Edgardo J. 
Angara considers him one of the most reasonable men in the Cabinet. Why then 
are others unconvinced? 

NEW DAY: You're in the news again these days. Did you really sign an agree- 

ment for the communist party when you were in Japan? 

Sanchez: I went to Japan as part of a tripartite delegation. Periquet (of the 

Philippine Chamber of Commerce), Efren Aranzamandez, and two others from MOLE 
[Ministry of Labor and Employment] were with me. From the moment we stepped 
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down [from] the plane in Tokyo up to the time we fled back to the Philippines, 
our activities were programmed. There was no way I could have separated from 

the group to negotiate something which was not part of my official mission. 
Besides, why would I do it? I am not a communist, as some quarters maliciously 
allege. 

NEW DAY: How do you explain that report then? 

Sanchez: I can venture one guess. If you notice, “yung mga" [those] loyalists 
are now using the communist scare, following the statement of Marcos. Later 
on, Ali Dimaporo identified four members of the Cabinet as "communists." I 
think this (report) is part of a smear campaign. In short, I'm not the real 
target but the Aquino government. But they're targetting me in particular be- 
cause I'm the one who deals with the KMU [1 May Movement]. 

NEW DAY: Are you saying that the KMU is a communist front? 

Sanchez: No, I never [said that]. I have met a lot of people from KMU and they 
certainly are not communists. But, I have always maintained that a lot of 
people, wittingly or unwittingly, mistake nationalists for communists. Those 

who fight for the rights of the small man, they immediately brand communists. 

NEW DAY: How do these (stories against you) affect your relationship with the 
president? 

Sanchez: President Aquino knows the truth--that this is black propaganda, a 

move to destabilize her government. 

NEW DAY: But the charges against you are serious, You are being blamed for 
scaring away investors, that your strong pro-labor bias has fueled the rash of 

strikes which in turh add to the perceived instability of the government. 

Sanchez: I have said time and again that being pro-labor does not mean that 
I'm arti-capital, I'm just doing my job according to what a good labor minis- 
ter should do--protect the rights of the country's work force and help ease 

the tension between them and their employers. 

Insofar as the attitude of the investors are concerned, a lot of them have 

adopted a “wait and see" attitude which depends on the economic program and 

political stability. It's a question of perception. If they perceive the 

government to be stable, they will come in. 

Now for the rash of strikes--a large number of the strikes which have erupted 

the past few months were already pending even before February. This, along 
with the newly-restored freedom have made these occurrences inevitable. In 
other words, what I's saying is that no matter who the labor minister is, even 

if he be “friendlier” to the employers, these strikes would have taken place. 
I must stress though that our rate of arbitration is pretty fast--75 percent 
according to the latest figures. There was a time, siguro [probably] more than 
a month ago, we are rating 67 percent, 68 percent compared to the figure of the 

same period last year which was 35 percent. 
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NEW DAY: How did this improved figure come about? 

Sanchez: It's a matter of (the ministry) maintaining a good relationship with 
lator. That's why they listen to us. The way I see it, the reason why labor 
was so negative before was because they did not trust the ministry. Now even 

with a large number of strikes, it's easy to conciliate. Ang daling maayos. 
"Yung iba, isang upuan lang, tapos. [It's easy to settle them. There are some 

where the problem is settled at one sitting. ] 

NEW DAY: Is it true that management is avoiding you? 

Sanchez: You may not believe it but management has been coming here to ask our 
help. They do not avoid us when they have problems. Take the example of Sime 
Darby. Its president, Fred Witing, used to attack me publicly. When its union 

threatened to strike, its management people came to us. We talked with the 
union until 2 o'clock in the morning, walang kainan yun. Eh, di tumigil na, 
nabago na. [there was no eating. So, it ended and things changed. ] 

NEW DAY: But it seems to me that you have to do the conciliating yourself.... 

Sanchez: No, no. I only sit on some (of the more serious problems) to show to 

labor and the employers how concerned we are. And many of them, especially 
labor, have asked that I be present. 

NEW DAY: How far have you gone in reorganizing the ministry? 

Sanchez: We're doing it now. Part of it is appraising people. Meaning ‘Yung 
may {those with] proven record (of wrongdoing) will have to go. As you know, 
we have gotten rid of 23 arbiters. There are also new directors heading some 

bureaus and offices. 

NEW DAY: Yes, and the 23 have charged that you violated their human rights. 

Sanchez: What they have not said in public is the fact that they filed their 
resignations and the president merely accepted them. 

NEW DAY: You have said that the primary concern of your ministry is to provide 

employment.... 

Sanchez: It's not only this ministry but almost all ministries have a program 
for employment which reaches out to the countryside so the people there do not 
have to come to Manila for jobs. Take the case of the World Food Program [WFP] 
of ILO. They are now helping us with the sugar workers of Negros. Every worker 
employed by an entity--be it government or private--will be paid partly in cash 

and partly in kind (rice). WFP provides the rice. Directly this arrangement 
benefits the employers because the money they would be spending for wages is 

reduced and could be used to finance more projects which means more jobs. 
Already this program has benefited more than 7,000 of the previously unemployed 

in Negros. 

NEW DAY; Do you work as a team with the other ministries? 
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Sanchez: In some programs we do work as a team. In fact, we have proposed to 

the president that all employment programs should be integrated under MOLE. 

This is because we already have the people needed to operationalize programs on 
employment. Under an integrated scheme, we will be using less number of people 
and saving in time, money and effort which can in turn be channeled back to more 

projects and more new jobs. 

NEW DAY: What about the question of overseas employment? While it has certainly 
enhanced the standard of living of many and earned for the government a substan- 
tial amount of foreign exchange, the social costs which are yet to be documented 

are staggering. Don't you think the overseas employment thrust indicates a 
failure of government to provide jobs for its constituents right here in our 
country? 

Sanchez: At this point in time, we cannot let go of overseas job contracts. 

We have to admit it, we have to recover economically first before we can provide 

enough jobs for everyone. Meantime, hindi naman pwedent magutom ‘yung iba 

[those others should not go hungry!. What we're doing now is opening new labor 
markets. The Middle East is now saturated so we are looking towards previously 

untapped areas, like the trust territories--Guam, Saipan, Micronesia. Even in 

the United States maraming [many] [are] available, hindi pa lang natin 
nahahawakan ng husto [we just haven't exploited them thoroughly!. Like in New 

York, for example, they are in need of hundreds of day-care teachers. 

It's possible that the social cost of this policy, in terms of broken families 

for one, will be high. Pero kailangan talaga ito [this is really necessary]. 
Our economic condition cannot sustain the number of people in this country. 

After a time, when we shall have recovered, we will program their return. But 
these people do not last there anyway. Mga l-year, 2-year contracts lang [it 

is simply l-year, 2-year contracts]. 

Within my term as minister of labor, we will have to go on with this thrust. 

NEW DAY: What time frame have you set for combatting the unemployment problem? 

Sanchez: It's difficult to say now. Maybe within 6 months we can see the 
(recovery) trend. In fact, the effects of the employment programs we are 
starting to implement will not be felt until months from now. Kailangan rin 
talaga ng pera [money is really needed]. Where do we get hold of this money? 

NEW DAY: No money is coming in? 

Sanchez: I did not say that. I've asked for the ~ecords [word indistinct] 

SEC [Securities Exchange Commission] to find out how much foreign investments 

have come up. According to Jimmy Ongpin, the rate of investment now is higher 

than the same period last year. But you know, personally, wala akong expecta- 

tion diyan [I have no expectation in that regard]. I1 prefer that the economic 

development of this country be left to Filipinos. Filipinos should be at the 

forefront of economic activity. 
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NEW DAY: Why is there still no stroke moratorium? 

Sanchez: That's a problem. Actually it was labor who proposed this, not the 

business community or the employers. The original proposal came from the inde- 

pendent unions but was not acceptable to the other unions. The second proposal 
came from KMU. A strike moratorium means there is also a corresponding mora- 
torium in lock-outs, lay-offs on the part of the employers. This was presented 
during the tripartite conference. The problem was only ECOP (Employers' Coopera- 
tive Organization) represented management and ECOP's membership is composed of 
the big companies. The sweat shops, ogtllvall shops of the Chinese were not 
represented. Because of this, the KMU said, how can they agree when the small 

factories are not represented? So there was no agreement. But KMU has promised 
maximum restraint from their unions plus they have fielded teams to settle all 

their strikes, or those where the unions are considering a strike. 

NEW DAY: Have you gotten the same assurance from the other federations? What 

about TUCP [Trades Union Congress of the Philippines]? 

Sanchez: I have been trying to. As for TUCP, Boy Herrera and I had a long talk 
recently. Okay naman [It was okay]. No apologies, just explanations why he has 
taken an antagonistic position against me. I think they will no longer be 
attacking me. 

NEW DAY; Has your background as a human rights lawyer worked to your advantage 
or has it been a disadvantage? 

Sanchez: I noticed that the business community has been wary of me. I guess 
their perception is that I will fight for the rights of the workers to their 

disadvantage. Like they thought that in all companies with labor problems I 
would insist on profit-sharing so talo na kaagad sila [so they are defeated in 
advance]. But this view is not borne out by reality. Those I have worked 

with are not complaining, except for Nestle who wrote directly to President 
Aquino complaining about my decision. Are you familiar with the Nestle case? 
Nestle workers struck a few months back and I issued a return-to-work order. 
The issues raised were submitted to me for decision and I decided that the 
company which earns more than 3 hundred million net profit yearly should pay 
its restive work force about P5.5 million. This after I took into account the 
partial reconsideration asked by management. I have explained to the president 
the background and I have ordered Nestle to explain why it should not be cited 
for contempt. 

The advantage given me by my human rights background is the ability to analyze 
how problems affect people. Nape-perceive mo kung ano ang dapat mangyari, yung 
direction, general direction na pupuntahan ng ating bansa !I could perceive 

what the general direction of our country should be]. Before I got into human 
rights lawyering, I did not understand these things. I was short-sighted about 
a lot of things. Now I can project much further. Ano Ba itong nangayayari 

dito sa atin sa Pilipines, ano ba ang nangyayari sa buhay natin dito [What is 

this happening to us in the Philippines and to our life here]? For example, 
"yung [that] issue ng [of] overseas employment, titingnan mo lahat any reper- 
cussions, Kung dapat magpatuloy [you will look at all repercussions and see if 
they should continue or not]. And hoping that, in the end, Filipinos alone 
will run this country. 
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NEW DAY: But how can you manage to be fair to management when you were openly 

siding with labor before (you became labor minister)? 

Sanchez: Just because you have a heart for labor does not mean that you have 
a heart for the employers. [as published} I know for a fact that labor and 
capital must exist together especially under present conditions. Hindi pwedeng 
labor lang [It is not possible that labor alone exists]. I1 believe in the 

partnership between labor and capital which is why I hold the view labor should 
not be considered as simply an input component in production. And the status of 

labor must be raised at least to the level of capital for them to bargain equally. 
There will be fairness. I see this as one of my major goals. Kasi ang experi- 

ence ng employers in the past, masyado silang nasa taas, nasa ibaba ang labor 
[because in employers past experiences, they are too high above while labor is 
down there.] They have been able to get all the things they want and need, 
while ignoring the rights of labor. I believe this goal can be achieved through 
legislation, not revolution. 

NEW DAY: Has your activist background hampered your style as minister? 

Sanchez: It was really difficult during those first weeks. It was all so 

sudden, remember. Suddenly I found myself on the other side of the barricades. 

My initial tendency was to act in the same way I acted before. I had to ex- 
ercise a lot of self-restraint to overcome that feeling of belligerence against 
those employers who are obviously not respecting their workers’ rights. You 
really get to the point of wanting to quarrel. Now, I have conquered that 

tendency. 
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OFFICIAL DISPELS WORRIES OVER STRIKE INCREASES 

HK280949 Quezon City NEW DAY in English 28 Jul 86 p 6 

[By Daisy Cl. Mandap] 

[Text] Labor unrest is a real problem with the present government, labor offi- 

cials are the first to admit. But with the admission comes the explanation 
that the rash of strikes is not so much the result of the alleged “too liberal," 
“pro-labor" stance of Minister Augusto "Bobbit" Sanchez, as it is the manifesta- 
tion of newfound freedoms under the new regime. 

What matters more, according to Bureau of Labor Standards [BLS] director 

Crescenciano Trajano, is that the Labor Ministry has been able to settle the 
labor disputes faster than before. He said the ministry's settlement rate 
this year is about 75 percent, as compared to last year's rate of only 65 per- 
cent. 

On the average, Trajano said, strikes last only from 12 to 13 days under the 

new administration, when they used to take about 19 days in the past. 

This comparatively high performance rating, he said, is the result of the 
ministry's efforts to make the parties agree to an amicable settlement of the 
earliest time possible. "This is also a reflection of the president's idea of 
resolving conflicts through peaceful means," Trajano said. 

To ordinary observers, the strike problem appears to be bad because all they 
see are the increasing number of firms forced to close down and of employees 

who find themselves without means of support, said Trajano. But if one goes 

beyond the numbers, it will appear that the situation is not at all that bad. 
"It is still manageable," he said. 

What the BLF [abbreviation as published] chief deemed "manageable" are the 
following figures: in 1985, 203 actual strikes or lockouts were held between 

the months of January to the first half of July, while 353 has so far been re- 

corded this year, or an increase of 149 strikes or lockouts. As to strike/ 
lockout notices, the number increased by 112 for the same period, with notices 
for the first half of 1986 reaching an alltime high of 792, as compared to only 

680 for the same period in the past year. 
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Latest MOLE [Ministry of Labor and Employment] records also show that there are 

93 ongoing strikes nationwide which are pending conciliation. About two-thirds 
of the strikes are in Manila, 61; followed by Centray Visayas, 10; Southern 

Tagalog, 7; Centrai Luzon, 5; Southern Mindanao, 3; Central Mindanao, 2; and 

one each for Western Visayas, Eastern Visayas, Western Mindanao, and Northern 

Mindanao. 

Significant, according to Trajano, are the figures that indicate that many of 

the ongoing strikes involve small-scale industries, instead of the big busi- 
nesses. They support, he added, the president's contention that the big capi- 
talists do not have much reason to fear the mounting number of strikes in the 
country. 

The MOLE figures show that 46 of the ongoing strikes are in companies employing 
less than 100 employees; 18 in those which have from 100 to 200 employees; 17 
in those with 200 to 600 workers, 5 with 600 to 3,000 workers; and 7 whose 

number of workers is unverified. 

While many of the strikes are legal, there are some which have not complied 
with the requirements of the law, said Trajano. But he said that pending a 
determination of whether they are really illegal, the employer has no authority 
to condemn them as such. Only the ministry, he said, is in the position to 

declare the illegality of a strike. 

There is thus not much reason to fear that infiltrators can destabilize the 
government through the instigation of strikes, said Trajano. Labor laws, he 

said, provide enough safeguards against this. 

But he admitted that there have been some unconfirmed reports about the alleged 

infiltration of the labor ranks by militant groups. "We always get such re- 

ports, but we believe it's beyond our duties to inquire into that," said 
Trajano. "We think it's the Ministry of National Defense which should look 

into the matter." 

Having served both the former and the present administration, Trajano can give 
an authoritative comparison of the labor situation under both regimes, but 
he'd rather not. "Let's just say that in general, the situation is not all 
that bad," he said. That, obviously, says a lot. 
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FORMER MP CRITICIZES AQUINO FOR FORGETTING PROMISES 

HK300616 Manila THE NEW PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 29 Jul 86 pp 1, 6 

[By Melchow Parale] 

[Text] Former MP Homobono Adaza said yesterday President Aquino reneged on her 
campaign promise to govern by consultation instead of dictation and to adhere 

to democratic principles in running the affairs of the nation, 

Adaza, who is Mindanao Alliance chairman, took up the cudgels for businessmen 
chided earlier by the president for not doing their part in economic recovery 

as previously committed. 

"It seems that a lot of the president's campaign promises have been forgotten. 
She for example, advocated a policy of consultation, instead of dictation; the 

policy of reverting to democratic principles and processes. Where are they 

now?" Adaza told the weekly Quezon City Rotary Club gathering. 

Former MP Rene Cayetano, secretary-general of the revitalized Nacionalista 
Party, on the other hand, said yesterday that "the country is going to the 
dogs because of the prolonged existence of the revolutionary government." 

Cayetano said the reason for most of the instability in the country today is 
the uncertainty and indecisiveness brought about by existence of the revolu- 

tionary government of President Aquino. 

Cayetano had earlier accused President Aquino of betraying the February Revo- 

lution when she established a revolutionary government instead of a provisional 
civilian government as was earlier agreed upon between her and Defense Minister 

Juan Ponce Enrile and then AFP Chief of Staff General Fidel V. Ramos. 

Adaza said whoever wrote the speech of Mrs Aquino, in which she chastised 
businessmen for not investing in the country, should be put in the freezer. 

"Chiding businessmen for noninvolvement is something out of this world. 
Businessmen do not invest for the love of the president. Protection for the 
investment and an assurance of profit are the words they understand," Adaza 
said. 
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He expressed suspicion that the president's speeches do not pass through the 

normal process of discussion among policymakers to avoid lapses. 

Adaza suggested also that the president should not indulge in delivering too 
many speeches but should instead devote more time to the task of political 

stabilization. 

“Political stability is the condition for a hea _thy business climate that can 

attract investors here and abroad," Adaza said. 

Adaza reiterated his recommendation for a cabinet revamp. He mentioned in 

particular the need to replace labor minister. 

"There is no such thing as an indispensable labor minister. There are 54 mil- 
lion Filipinos, certainly there must be a handful of qualified people in this 
country who can be labor minister, whom both labor and management can trust, 

Adaza said. 

Adaza warned that the president will have to wait for a long time to attract 

investors if she retains her labor minister, whom he described as “my friend 
but over and above friendship is the national interest," 

Adaza also criticized the way government is handling the problem cuased by 

the so-called Marcos loyalists. 

"The government has atruck the correct policy--national reconciliation but at 
the rate the Aquinistas among the cabinet ministers are behaving, it is unmis- 

takably clear that the (Marcos) abandonados are considered irretrievable and be- 

yond the pale of the national mainstream," Adaza said. 

He said that the abandonados should not be blamed if they react the way they 

have been reacting. 

"When you consider one as pariah, how do you expect him to react, friendly?" 
Adaza asked, 

He said the abandonados cannot be expected to be reconciliatory to a government 

that does not consider conciliation achievable. Adaza cautioned the president 

against closing her ears to criticism. 

He said the cause of the Marcos downfall was when the deposed President stopped 

listening to the people and his critics. 

Adaza said that it is about time that the president reexamine her choice of 
cabinet ministers and advisers “considering that many of the activities of 

several of them do not suit the people's sentiments." 

The president should not delude herself into thinking that she can continue to 
pursue present activities which do not sit well with the people simply because 

of her overwhelming popu.arity." 
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Adaza reminded that the lessons of history show that the graveyard of history 

finds many charismatic and popular leaders like Ben Bella of Algeria, Sukarno 

of Indonesia and Hitler of Germany “who found themselves in the frozen list 
of what have been." 

"We speak openly because we do not want these to happen to our beloved 

president." 
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PAPER REPORTS ON CPP INTERNAL ‘IDEOLOGICAL STRUGGLE’ 

HK250408 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 24 Jul 86 p 25 

[By Marites Danguilan-Vitug] 

[Text] The Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) is going through a period 
of prolonged debate on the 7 February election boycott as tactic and “pro- 
tracted people's war" as strategy. The debate is described internally as 
"healthy ideological struggle." 

Indications are the number of papers written by CPP members on such issues 
and of in-depth analyses of Marxist-Leninist movements in other countries 

stressing lessons for the Philippine Left. 

The debate aims “to contribute to (the CPP's) theoretical unification," 

sharpen theory and relate it excellently to practice, after the CPP just went 

through one of its more serious mistakes, the boycott of the snap polls. 

Circulating in the CPP and the National Democratic Front (NDF) is the first 

issue of PRAKTIKA (literally means practice), a journal on revolutionary 
theory, which is publishe’ by Metro-Manila-based cadres. Its Editorial 
Board said the challenge facing the CPP is "to keep revolutionary theory apace 
with the fully and rapidly urfolding revolutionary situation.” 

CPP members behind PRAKTIKA are not a breakaway group, but they are critical 
of the “doctrinaire" character of the CPP leadership and its flawed analysis of 
the present political situation. 

They called PRAKTIKA a “school for developing revolutionary theory" and a forum 
for constructive discussion and debate particularly on contradicting views on 

U.S. imperialism and communist movements abroad. PRAKTIKA, its authors say, 

is also a “guide for deepening the study of Marxism of comrades.“ 

Individually-authored papers have also been issued. For instance, a member 

who goes by the name of Marty Villalobos wrote extensively on the snap elec- 
tions and the February uprising and on parallelisms between the Philippines and 
El Salvador. Villalobos advocated a shift to “insurrectional strategy" from 
the classical “protracted people's war." 
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Villalobos argued, “While the CPP-NDF were preparing for the leap in the next 
few years into the next substage of the stragegic defensive... the Marcos fas- 

cist regime was toppled in 3 months! There can perhaps be no evidence more 
damning than this that the party was pursuing an incorrect strategy, that the 

party's strategy was out of sync with concrete reality." 

He said the party should have shifted in 1983 to “insurrectional strategy" in 
which the political forces play the decisive role and the military forces the 

supportive role. 

This strategy is also more urban-centered since the mass movement, which is the 

focal point of the struggle, converges mainly in the cities, Villalobos ex- 
plained, adding that the struggle in the cities should be combined with that 
in the countryside. 

"The party and the NDF could have emerged far stronger in the post-Marcos era 
if it had prepared and launched armed uprisings in key urban centers throughout 

the archipelago in a national insurrection," Villalobos said. 

He chided the CPP and NDF for being “cautious to a fault... that we failed to 
see the opposite danger: that the ursurge of “people's power" would burst 
out spontaneously, and reactionary forces would step in to take advantage of 

the situation.” 

He cited the experiences of Nicaragua and El Salvador where the decision to 
change from “protected people's war" to an “insurrectional strategy" triggered 
divisions in the revolutionary movements, But in Nicar.,aa, the shift came 

"just in time." In El Salvador, the shift came too late. 

In the Philippines, Villalobos said, the revolutionary forces did not decisively 

shift strategy and the “people's uprising" passed them by. 

For the Philippines, Villalobos traced back a two-stage insurrectional movement 

which could have happened during the Marcos regime. The first stage ends in 
an uprising or a series of uprisings where anti-Marcos forces are unable to 

seize power but the bloody repression polarizes the entire country; the left 

assumes undisptued leadership in the anti-dictatorship front. 

The second stage culminates in the downfall of the U.S.-Marcos regime; a demo- 
cratic coalition government, mainly of Left and Middle forces, is established 

under a Left leadership. 

In another paper, Villalobos criticized the party's boycott tactic and the 
conduct of the CPP's united front work, Like what has been admitted by CPP, 
the boycott decision resulted from an analysis that has been “wide off the 
mark." 

Villalobos also chided CPP for “alliances (that) seemed to be growing smaller 
and smaller, and (for) more and more allies (that) seemed to be reacting to 

party hegemony." 
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He observed a tendency to be “too hard" on tactical allies and “too inflexible," 

particularly in Metro Manila. 

"It was wrong to adopt such a rigid, closed-door policy towards right-wing bour- 

geois reformists... we should still have united with them in certain issues 
at certain times and not excluded them completely from the anti-dictatorship 

front," he wrote. 

Villalobos also said CPP leadership in the united front should never be taken 

to mean party domination or monopoly...." He pointed out that there exists a 
“commandist tendency... to have everything decided with finality by a small 
group and to dictate this upon the other forcer...." 

For its part PRAKTIKA devoted two of four articles on the poll boycott. It 
pointed out in details the mistakes CPP committed. The first article entitled, 

"When a Zigzag Turn is Shorter Than a Straight Route" was authored by the 
journal's Editorial Board. The second piece was bylined by the "National Youth 
and Student Department." 

An article “Lessons of the Thai Communist Movement" was written by Malaya Mar- 
tinez; it cited reasons for the decline of the Thai Communist Party (TCP) rang- 

ing from the withdrawal of foreign support to the faulty united front work. 

Based on the group and individual discussion papers circulating within their 

ranks, CPP and NDF appear to be serious in their effort to study various di- 

mensions of revolutionary theory and to expand knowledge, learning not only 
from the China experience, but also from Central American and Asian countries. 

Observers say the “democratic space" enjoyed under the new government has bene- 
fited them, giving them a better climate for debate. 
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COLUMNIST ALLEGES AQUINO SUPPORTERS DISENCHANTED 

HK150423 Manila THE MANILA CHRONICLE in English 12 Jul 86 p 4 

["Analysis" column by Amando Doronila: "Disenchantment Setting in Among Aquino 
Supporters" ] 

[Text] Disenchantment has set in among some of the strongest supporters of the 
Aquino government. This feeling of having been let down came to the surface at 
the Bishops-Businessmen's Conference at the Asian Institute of Management on 
Thursday and at the workshops of the Catholic Bishops Conference in Tagatay 

City the previous days. 

The sense has emerged from these workshops that President Aquino has lost momen- 

tum, that she was too soft in dealing with seditious challenges, that she seemed 
bewildered by the sweep of events to which she was merely reacting, and that she 

lacks presence in times of crisis. 

The events at the Manila Hotel on Sunday may have served to crystallize these 

perceptions. Father Federico Escaler, the bishop of Zamboanga, expressed this 
sense of drift in talks with reporters on the basis of what had been discussed 
in the workshops. 

The themes that had come out very often focussed on her policy of reconciliation 
in the face of continued defiance and arrogance by the loyalists. The reaction 

to her policy is that forgiveness comes easily even though there is no contrition 
on the part of those trying to destabilize her government. 

Among the businessmen, there is growing unease about her leniency in dealing 
with the Manila Hotel rebels and her readiness to forgive them even though they 

are not even sorry for their offense against the republic. 

The businessmen and the bishops were among her most significant allies during 
the dark days of the struggle to end the Marcos rule. They are not about to 

abandon her, but they are demoralized that other groups in her coalition govern- 
ment are manipulating events to promote their own interests at the expense of 

democratic politics. 

The misgivings of her allies are borne out by her own extremely low-profile 
presidency. During the loyalist rebellion last Sunday, it took hours before 
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she established some presence over the radio and television to take command of 
the situation. The void was filled by her defense minister at a time when the 
nation was concerned about her own safety in Cagayan de Oro and the fate of her 

governemnt, which was under direct assault by the Manila Hotel renegades. 

Even diplomats have noticed that many of her speeches contain nothing but plati- 
tudes. These speeches make people feel good, but they do not inform or give us 
anything new. The difference between her speeches and those of deposed Presi- 

dent Marcos is that those of Marcos were substantial and well-researched, but 

they were never meant to be implemented. 

There is a limit to how long her allies can bear up with an invisible president 

who allows her authority to be assaulted with impunity by groups who, while 
loudly professing the cause of democracy and constitutionalism, are in fact work- 

ing to destroy them. 

This is not to say that Mrs Aquino is rapidly running out of popular support. 
The president and her chief of staff, General Ramos, assessed the situation 
correctly when they said that the reason the rebellion collapsed was that it 
has no mass support. 

It is still possibly true that it is only she who can mobilize the masses be- 

hind her, but she is not using this card to strengthen her authority and to in- 

ject iron into her political will. 

While she still has this resource, she can make her prestige and authority the 
main instrument in revitalizing a democracy that had been enfeebled by 14 years 

of the Marcos dictatorship. 

Her allies and constituency in the struggle to restore democracy--and these in- 

clude the bishops and businessmen--have a stake in the current readjustment of 
her relationship with such forces as the military, the warlords and the 

loyalists. 

They are concerned that her policy of reconciliation without justice is an open 

door to abuse and leads to the erosion of presidential authority. The apprehen- 
sions of businessmen are particularly damaging to her efforts to revive the econ- 
omy. They are hesitant to commit their resources fully to economic recovery, 

not that they are hostile to her government but that they are not sure whether 

it will be around long enough. 
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WEEKLY PERCEIVES GOVERNMENT ‘SOFTENING OF STANCE‘ 

Hk280719 Quezon City NEW DAY in English 28 Jul 86 pp 1, 16 

[By NEW DAY reportorial team] 

[Text] The deadline lapsed Thursday for Arturo Tolentino and other Marcos 

loyalists to take their pledge of allegiance to the Freedom Constitution to 

escape prosecution on rebellion charges, but the government appears undecided 
on what to do with then. 

A softening of stance has in fact become noticeable. 

Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile, speaking before the National Federation of 

Sugarcane Planters at the Hyatt Regency Hotel Friday, announced that at 8 a.m., 
on Monday he and Armed Forces Chief General Fidel V. Ramos will lead all soldiers 

and civilian employees of the Ministry of National Defense nationwide will 

pledge allegiance to the Freedom Constitution simultaneously. Ramos also re- 
leased a statement supporting Enrile's announcement, 

But before the NEW DAY press time, Ramos ordered the cancellation of his state- 
ment, giving vent to speculations that something was brewing in the military 

establishment, 

Enrile's announcement would realign even the Marcos loyalist soldiers who took 
part in the Manila Hotel siege on 6 July against Tolentino and his followers, 

who would then be left isolated. In his speech, Enrile said he had no reser- 
vations that the civilian loyalists would also pledge allegiance “inasmuch as 

I believe they are patriotic enough to know we must work together, unify and 
join hands so the country will not be fragmented or be perceived by the rest 
of the world--as it does now--as being in serious trouble." 

When queried on whether he will order the arrest of Tolentino and the other 

civilian loyalist leaders if they refuse to pledge allegiance--precondition 
for amnesty~-Enrile's response was direct: "I am not aware of any plans to 
arrest the former senator and his other colleagues. But if I am ordered to do 
so by my commander-in-chief, we in the defense ministry as well as the armed 

forces wiil not hesitate to do our duty." 

Queried on why he and Ramos have decided to take the pledgscz, Enrile asked, why 

not? "We pledged our allegiance to the Malolos Constitution, the 1935 
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Constitution, the 1973 Constitution and now the Freedom Constitution," he ex- 

plained. “If the people ratify the more permanent constitution which is now 
being drafted by the Constitutional Commission, we will also pledge allegiance 
te 46." 

Supposedly, the oath-taking would take place simultaneously in all the major 
service installations in the country and would involve the loyalist generals and 

soldiers who participated inthe short lived Manila hotel caper. "General Ramos 
and I decided this morning to go through this oath-taking process in order to 
dispel once and for all the atmosphere of distrust that seems to exist between 

the military and some government officials," Enrile had explained at the Hyatt 
Hotel. 

But as the NEW DAY went to press the office of the NAFP [New Armed Forces of 

the Philippines] chief of staff sent out an urgent message to all newspapers, 
radio and television stations to disregard the memorandum released earlier by 

the AFP Public Information Office regarding the oath-taking as the planned 

ceremony had been cancelled. No reason was given for the cancellation except 
that an explanation from Ramos would be forthcoming. But no explanation has 

yet been released, 

Observers speculate that the pledge of allegiance had been cancelled perhaps 

because some of the Marcos loyalist soldiers and officers had objected to doing 
so. Going through with the ceremonies would only make their absence obvious. 

But the observers also did not discount the hand of Malacanang. They said 
Enrile’s announcement could have been perceived by Malacanang as a trap. If 
the soldiers would pledge allegiance, leaving out Tolentino and his group, 

then the loyalist soldiers would have earned their amnesty and given the 
government no choice but to arrest the civilians. Such a drastic action appears 

far from the minds of President Corazon C. Aquino and her cabinet. 

Such attitude could be gleaned from the statements of Justice Minister Neptali 
Gonzales as the week wore on. Gonzales had threatened to file rebellion charges 

against Tolentino and his followers if they did not pledge allegiance to the 

constitution by Thursday, 

A Justice Ministry spokesman said Friday that Gonzales’ threat must be taken in 

the context of his earlier statement that the government was “bending over 
backwards and ready to explore all possibilities and exhaust all remedies." 

Neither Tolentino's defiance nor the government's apparent softening has sur- 
prised many. After all, President Corazon Aquino earlier this week had backed 

off from the strong statements she made shortly after the 6 July coup attempt 

that she believed the loyalists "had exceeded their bounds." 

Last Thursday, on the day Tolentino's ultimatum was to lapse, Mrs Aquino said: 

"My job is primarily to save lives and I don't mind being accused of being too 
soft on the perpetrators of the Manila Hotel incident." 
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The president was addressing Dr M.S. Swaminathan, director general of the 
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), who had called on her at Malacan- 

ang. The president had added that she was inspired and impressed by the policy 
of nonviolence practised and advocated by the great Indian leader, Mahatma 
Gandhi. 

Earlier, she said she does not wish to make a martyr of Tolentino. 

Observers believe that Tolentino could merely have taken his cue from those 
statements and considered it an indication that Mrs Aquino had yielded to the 
influence of Vice-President Salvador Laurel and Enrile who batted for government 
leniency on Tolentino and supporters of the failed coup. 

Enrile has argued that the government should have “a consistent, uniform policy 

which must be applicable to everybody," a reference to the Aquino government's 
grant of amnesty to rebels detained by the ousted Marcos regime and its initi- 
ation of peace talks with insurgents belonging to the underground New People's 
Army. 

Laurel publicly expressed agreement with Enrile's view. "It's not necessary 
to file charges against Tolentino in connection with his oath-taking as 
‘acting president’ last 6 July," Laurel told newsmen. 

The cabinet itself appeared bitterly divided over what to do with Tolentino 

and his group. 

Perceiving the cabinet "rift" in this manner, Tolentino could well have re- 
gained hope that by continuing to defy the Aquino government, he and the 
loyalists could aggravate the tensions that could erode the foundations of the 

present government. 

This week, the loyalists appeared inclined to trade belligerence temporarily 
for ingenuity. They sought a permit for "an amateur singing contest" instead 
of for their regular weekend rally at Rizal Park. 

If the loyalists seem to have opted temporarily for a gentler tack, however, 

observers wonder whether this shift may last for long. 

The government's backing off yesterday from its erstwhile resolute stand may 

just be taken by the loyalists as a signal that they may soon freely mount 
protests against a government that is not inclined, as President Aquino put it 

shortly after the coup, to turn Tolentino into a political martyr. 

That approach, however, is not without its impediments. Last Monday, 35 cause- 

oriented and labor groups ran a full-page advertisement in one of the major 

dailies, condemning the 6 July coup attempt, qeustioning the loyalty of the 
soldiers and officers of the miiltary who helped in the seige, claiming later 

they had been duped into believing that Enrile and Ramos had deserted President 
Aquino. In what may turn into the beginning of confrontations between loyalist 
rallies and counterdemonstrations of cause-oriented groups, the statement 

entitled "The Ominous Implications of the Manila Hotel Seige" called on like- 
minded readers to “use this same collective power (which we used to topple the 

Marcos dictatorship) to frustrate all insidious attempts that may undermine 
our efforts to achieve full and sovereign nationhood," 
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EDITORIAL WELCOMES FILING OF REBELLION CHARGES 

HK300639 Manila PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER in English 29 July 86 p 4 

{[Editorial: "Finally, the Government Acts"] 

[Text] The Aquino government finally filed charges of rebellion against the 

leaders of the 5 July abandonado [abandoned one] caper at the Manila Hotel. 

In addition, the Western Police District under Police General Alfredo Lim also 

filed charges of domicide against all the persons identified in the INQUIRER 

photographs for beating to death 50-year-old Steve Rodriguez, whose only fault 
as far as the hoods were concerned was wearing a yellow T-shirt. 

In filing the case, Justice Minister Neptali Gonzales said this was proof that 

the administration's patience was "not limitless." 

There is no doubt that the general public and the nation support the taking of 
such action, no matter how long delayed it has been. For the event threatened 

not only the stability of the country but also the peace of mind of its citi- 
zens. 

There is nothing commendable, however, about the fact that the Aquino adminis- 

tration's first brush with a crisis revealed an indecisiveness and weakness 

that shocked many Filipinos. 

And that weakness and indecisiveness bave been exploited by the Marcos Abandon- 
ados during every Sunday after those events, until the first innocent victim 

was finally claimed. Homicide, the police may call it, but the killing of 
Steve Rodriguez was so brutal, so public, so insane and completely devoid of 
logic that the perpetrators have placed themselves in the same class as mad 

dogs and amucks; we cannot call ourselves a civilized society until vermin 
are exterminated from our ranks, by putting them in jails reserved for their 

kind. 

It is fortunate that the Aquino administration finally chose to act, because 
it forestalled a time when even decent men would have to take the law -. 
their own hands to protect themselves and their community from mad dogs u.. 

Abandonados. 

The fiscals and judges who will accept these cases and try them should act 
swiftly and decisively, for justice has been delayed for so long that the 
atavists among us have begun to believe that it is non-existent, 
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COLUMNIST CRITICIZES LOYALISTS’ BELIEFS, ACTIONS 

HK300502 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 29 Jul 86 p 4 

["My Cup of Tea" column by Niney Cacho-Olinares: Senselessness"] 

[Text] One Steve Rodriguez, a man whose only mistake perhaps was to wear a 

yellow T-shirt, was mauled to death Sunday by pro-Marcos demonstrators, loyal- 
ists claiming that their fight is for freedom, democracy and a return to 
constitutionalism. 

They fancy themselves to be freedom fighters and constitutionalists. I call 
them hypocrites, with some among then downright hooligans espousing a warped 
belief of freedom--the freedom for them to maul and kill anyone whom they 

think does not support them or does not accept their ideas. 

They said they believe in the 1973 Constitution, but nowhere in that Constitution 
does it state that a man can be mauled to death with the murderers getting off 
without punishment. They say that their right to speech and free expression 
is being gagged by the Aquino administration, but why did they not fight along 
with the many who were gagged by Mr Marcos during those dark years? 

They are an intolerant lot and this they have proven beyond doubt in almost 

every rally they had held. Whenever cars pass through, blaring the familiar 

"Cory" beat, loyalists immediately become foul-mouthed, hurling invectives at 
the passengers, Whenever passengers from other cars, silently passing through, 

{words indistinct] their Marcos V-sign, these loyalists heap verbal abuse on 
the passengers. The excuse they give is that they were taunted. But is that 
sufficient reason for them to verbally abuse passengers? 

One Sunday, I drove to Luneta and ta'ked with some of the loyalists, to try to 
discover for myself what was it they really believed in. I spotted one loyalist 
I was acquainted with and asked him what he was fighting for. "Freedom, demo- 
cracy and the 1973 Constitution," he replied. "There is no freedom," he con- 
tinued. "We are not even being allowed to hold rallies. We are being dispersed, 
tear-gassed and truncheoned by the police. This is against the provisions of 
the 1973 Constitution. This is criminal! We have the right to demonstrate." 

I asked him why, if he truly believed that demonstrators should be allowed to 
express themselves freely and should not be dispersed by the police--why he did 
not take the cudgels before for the street parliamentarians demonstrating against 
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the Marcos regime. Why he never shed a tear for those demonstrators who were 
shot while fleeing to safety. And why, despite the fact that the 1973 Consti- 
tution guaranteed the right of individuals to assembly peaceably for redress of 
grievances, he, who had the space for it, never protested when Marcos issued a 

decree outlawing demonstrations, making participation a crime punishable by 
death or long imprisonment. 

"But Marcos could do anything. He was President," was the answer. "He could 
do anything, even if it was wrong? Even if he violated the Constitut.sn?" 

"The Constitution allows him to do anything. He is the president." 

Using his warped logic, I countered with, "Mrs Aquino is now the president. 
Therefore, she can do anything--including banning loyalists rallies, right?" 

"She is not the president. Mr Marcos is the legitimate president," he retorted. 
Then he added, as an afterthought, "You know, we could have ousted Cory when 
Tolentino took his oath. The people were really behind us and ready to protect 
Tolentino and the soldiers at the Manila Hotel, but they were blocked. Even 

the Capcom [Capital Regiona] Command] told us that if the people were not 
stopped, they would have joined us also." 

I had to give up. It was useless to engage in a conversation with loyalists 
who refused to accept realities. 

They are either blind to the political realities of today, or are completely 
irrational beings or pure adventurers or plain paid hacks. It is obvious that 
they do not have the support and sympathy of the people’ that the people do 

not believe in their “cause”; that it is Mrs Aquino whom the people continue 
to support. If the loyalists had that sympathy and support, Mrs Aquino would 

have been severely criticized for ordering a ban on loyalists rallies. Liber- 
tarians would have screamed about the freedom of individuals to demonstrate 
against the administration. Instead, what she gets is flak for her lenient 
stand on the Marcos loyalists. She is being criticized for allowing the loyal- 

ists to go on challenging her authority with impunity. 

If liberatarians do not appear to take the cudgels for the loyalists, it is 

perhaps because they realize that these are extraordinary times. We have a 
fledging democracy that needs to be strengthened because there are many forces 
out to kill democracy. These are extraordinary times. Even the chief of staff 

has to ask the armed forces nationwide to simultaneously pledge allegiance to 
the Freedom Constitution--an extraordinary show of support intended to dispel 

all misgivings about the loyalty of the military. 

But Mrs Aquino should also play her part as president and commander-in-chief 
of the republic. She should show the nation that her authority can be chal- 

lenged only up to a certain point. 

The Marcos loyalists tried to stage a coup d'etat. Their intentions to over- 

throw the Aquino government were made public by their brazen actions <t the 

Manila Hotel last 6 July. 
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In answer, Mrs Aquino chose to be lenient on the loyalists and the coup 

plotters. 

Today, her authority continues to be challenged by the same group, confi- 

dent, that it can go on flouting the law with impunity. 

Yesterday, they went scot free, and so today, a man was killed by the 

loyalists. 
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EDITORIAL URGES LEVEL—HEADEDNESS IN RALLY QUESTIONS 

HK300608 Manila THE NEW PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 29 Jul 86 p 4 

{[Editorial: "Fanning Park Death Hysteria"] 

[Text' It is most unfortunate that violence marred the loyalist rally at the 
Rizal Park last Sunday. Yet it is also unfortunate that hysteria should sur- 
round the death of the mauling victim, which was chronicaled in all its gory 
details. Immediately, labels were attached to the mauling, to the victim, 
and to the perpetrators of the despicable act. Considering the hype, and the 
play on the emotions, it is highly unlikely that the immediate cry for blood 

will be stifled. 

Already, to the police and the military, every loyalist who takes to the street 

is suspect. The way a woman leader of the so-called abandonados [abandoned 
ones] was seized and hustled off to police headquarters certainly does not 
augur well for human rights. And with the death at the park, it is again un- 
likely that the truncheon, tear gas, or even the bullet will be spared. 

The police have their work cut out for them. It would not prove too difficult 
to identify the suspects and to get the leads from them. This should go a 
long way in effecting a speedy solution to the case and answering many of the 

questions of what really happened. 

Clearly, there is need to go deeper into the incident. But, always and 
everywhere, due process should prevail. To repress rights in the frenzy to 

redress a wrong would surely be a throwback to the darkest days of the authori- 
tarian regime, and a testimony against the commitment of this regime to due 
process, 

There is no point in exacerbating tensions, in inciting one sector to go against 
others. The incident is tragic as it is, painful as it is. Let us await the 
findings of the police, and for justice to take its course, unless we are work- 

ing to sow strife, to force those in power to wield the strong hand, under the 

guise of protecting rights. If this be the case, then we will easily reach 

that no-win situation those in the wings are fervently waiting for. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION RECEIVES 647 COMPLAINTS 

HK300600 Manila THE MANILA CHRONICLE in English 29 Jul 86 p 3 

[By Marites Dison] 

[Text] A total of 647 cases of human rights violations have already been filed 
before the Presidential Committee on Human Rights (PCHR) as of 16 July, PCHR 
records show, 

Sources at PCHR said these did not include 88 cases gathered by the committee 

in the course of its fact-finding mission in Cagayan Valley last 7 July. 

Of the 647 cases, 561 involved atrocities allegedly committed by the Civilian 
Home Defense Forces (CHDF); 59 are reports of involuntary disappearances, and 

25, of summary executions or "salyaging." 

The highest rate of complaints of alleged military abuses, 130, came from 

Region 6, or Western Visayas, which includes Negros, Antique and Iloilo. 
Region 10, which includes Misamis Oriental and Occidentai, has 112 cases, 95 of 

them involving the CHDF. 

The lowest rate of complaints came from Region 3, where only 7 cases, 6 of them 
reports of disappearances, and one of a massacre, were filed. Region 3 in- 

cludes Zambales and Pampanga. 

Records do not show, however, when these reported human rights violations 
occurred. Sources at PCHR said they are etill completing their records. Lack 
of facilities, such as computers to store data, alsc hampers their work, they 
said, 

Some celebrated cases, however, are already being investigated by PCHR. These 
include the Plaza Miranda bombing of 1972, and the disappearance of newsman and 
former Marcos crony Primitivo Mijares, author of the book "Conjugal Dictator- 
ship." 

The case of crusading journalist Alex Orcullo, who was gunned down by unidenti- 
fied men in Davao last year, has been filed before PCHR, although an investiga- 

tion has yet to begin. 
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EDITORIAL LAUDS MILITARY'S PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

HK290632 Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY INQUIRER in English 28 Jul 86 p 4 

{"Opinion™ Column: "The NAFP Renews Its Pledge"] 

{Text} Without meaning to do so, the Marcos abandonados [abandoned ones] may 
have helped stabilize the current government even more by questioning the 

legality and viability of the Freedom Constitution. 

Obviously because of the 300 soldiers who participated in the Manila Hotel 
anandonado incident, the leadership of the New Armed Forces of the Philippines 
[NAFP] felt that the Filipino soldier's duty to his country and its constitu- 
tion need to be re-stated. 

As a result, the 250,000 strong NAFP, in camps all over the country, will re- 

new their pledge of allegiance to the Freedom Constitution and to the duly- 
elected representative of the Filipino people, President Corazon Aquino, their 

commander-in-chief, 

The occasion is comforting for the populace in general, since it shows the wili- 

ingness, even enthusiasm of the military leadership exemplified by Defense 

Minister Juan Ponce Enrile and the NAFP chief of staff, General Fidel Ramos to 

demonstrate to the world their support of the Aquino government. 

In a larger sense, it also shows the renewed partnership of the NAFP with the 
people they serve and their willingness to do even what many would consider 
redundant, if only to emphasize that they are part of the nation which supports 

its new president. 

Unlike the Marcos-style loyalty parade, the renewal of the pledge of allegiance 

today will not be the result of trucking red military units to Camp 

Aquinaldo for march-past that was more ‘sion of the factionalism in the 
old armed forces and a personal pledge o1 4 ‘Tcos generals to their masters, 

What the country will see from its NAFP today is a renewed commitment to the 
nation in general and the commander-in-chief in particular by an armed force 

which is now part of the Filipino people and its continued struggle for freedom, 

justice and democracy. 

The Marcos abandonados who refuse to make that same pledge will have been cut off, 

as of today, from the body of the Filipino nation, and will truly have been aban- 

doned to their dreams of returning glory and power. 
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MANILA TO RELEASE FUNDS TO STIMULATE ECONOMIC GROWTH 

HK290649 Manila MANILA BULLETIN in English 28 Jul 86 p 17 

[Text] The government will release during the second semester of the year a 
total of P23 billion to pump prime the economy and produce a positive 1.4 percent 
growth in gross national product, Economic Planning Minister Solita Monsod said 
over the weekend. 

Of the total amount, P9 billion will be spent for the government's capital ex- 
penditures and P14 billion for operations and maintenance, she said. 

Monsod said the budget Ministry has set up the necessary mechanism to ensure 
that the funds to be released in different provinces would be used for develop- 
ment programs and projects which are aimed minaly at generating employment 
opportunities and stirring up economic activities not only in the countryside 

but also in other sectors of the economy, as well. 

The International Monetary Fund, she said, has raised concern that the funds to 

be released for the pump priming of the economy might not end up in the right 

places. 

But the government has assured the IMF that adequate safety mechanisms have 

been adopted for the speedy and proper release of the funds, she said. 

Monsod said the immediate release of funds to pump prime the economy was not 
only intended to produce a positive CUP growth this year but also to set the 
stage for the long-term growth of the economy. 

Under the government's pump priming scheme massive outlays would be allocated 
to capital expenditures, operations and maintenance because this would not 
only provide jobs on a massive scale but would also put money in the hands 

of more people to improve their purchasing power. 

Improved purchasing power of people in the countryside would enable them to 

buy more manufactured products and thus stimulate demand for these products. 

Improved demand for various manufactured products would spur producers and 

different industries to produce more and generate job opportunities in the 

process. 
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Improved industrial and manufacturing activities taking off from improved con- 

sumer demand mainly in the countryside would stimulate other business activities 
that would eventually pump prime the sluggish economy. 

Monsod said pump priming of the economy would actually start with the forthcon- 

ing release in the salary increases of over 200,000 public school teachers. 

Improving the purchasing power of public school teachers will enable them to 
buy more goods that will help industries that manufacture these products, she 
said. 

She said the economy contracted by 3 percent during the lst semester of the 
year but gave assurances that this would be offset by a projected 6 to 6.5 per- 
cent CUP growth during the second semester. 
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GOVERNMENT SECURITIES SHOW 38 PERCENT INCREASE 

HK250326 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 24 Jul 86 p 2 

["Economic Indicator" column: "Government SEcurities Up"] 

{Text} Outstanding government securities issued by the national government, 
government-owned or controlled corporations and monetary authorities totaled 

P124,275 million as of last May, data furnished by the Central Bank [CB] showed. 
This represented a 38.87 percent increase from the P89,489 million worth of 

securities issued as of the same period last year. 

Mainly responsible for the increase was the rise in national government securi- 
ties particularly Treasury [T-] Bills which recorded an 87.78 percent gain 

from P22,309 million to P41,892 million last May. T-bills have been the prin- 

cipal instruments used by the CB in controlling money supply in the last 2 
years. After the 7 February polls, it was again used to siphon off the excess 

liquidity that resulted from election overspending. 

Other forms of national government securities were as follows: Public Works 

and Economic Development Bonds, P283 million; Treasure Notes, P11,674 million; 
National Irrigation Authority Capital Bonds, P48 million; National Power Corp. 
Capital bonds, P363 million; Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage System Capital 
Bonds, P100 million; Treasury Bonds, P14,522 million; Premyo Bonds, P1,402 mil- 

lion; and Treasure Bills, P2,523 million. 

Total securities of the national government stood at P72,813 million, up from 

P52,926 million. 

Similarly, securities issued by monetary authorities grew 57.22 percent from 

P26,423 million to P41,544 million. 

Outstanding Government Securities as of May 1986 and 1985 (in million p) 

1986 1985 

Total 124,275 89,489 
I, National Government 72,813 52,926 

FW & ED 283 404 

T-Notes 11,674 10,927 
T-Bills 41,892 22,309 
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NIA 48 48 

NPC Capital 363 516 

MWSS Capital 100 135 
T-Bonds 14,522 14,856 
Premyo Bonds 1,402 1,402 
Treasury Bills 2,523 2,322 

NLC 6 7 
II. Government Corporations 9,918 10,140 

NFA 800 800 

NPC 181 181 
NHA 323 175 
NAWASA 33 33 
NDC 600 600 
CCP 133 142 
EPZA 433 433 
DBP 3,987 4,373 

PEA 575 540 
LBP 1,517 1,478 
PCSO 177 210 
Bahayan Certificates IUR 1OP 
LRTA 285 285 

III. Monetary Authorities 41,544 26,423 

# Preliminary 

Source: Central Bank 
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TAX REFORMS STILL AWAIT EXECUTIVE ORDERS 

HK250606 Manila MANILA BULLETIN in English 24 Jul 86 p 13 

[Text] Most of the tax measures included in the package approved by the Cabinet 
last month have yet to be implemented due to the delay in the signing of the 

corresponding executive orders amending the National Internal Revenue Code 
and other pertinent tax laws. 

Sources close to the Ministry of Finance and the Bureau of Internal Revenue 
[BIR] disclosed that the Malacanang legal office was taking a long time review- 
ing the proposed executive orders, thereby holding back the implementation of 

the tax measures, 

Most of the 29 tax measures included in the package were to have been imple- 

mented 1 July, but the same sources said only about 3 or 4 have been 
made effective by the issuance of the corresponding executive orders. 

After the issuance of the executive orders, the BIR is still supposed to formu- 

late the implementing rules and regulations which have to be approved by the 

minister of finance. 

The same sources said that the unimplemented tax measures would be made retro- 

active to July when the executive orders are finally signed. 

So far, only teh revised taxes on cigarettes, beer and liquors had been made 

effective by the issuance of corresponding executive orders. 

The final tax of 20 percent on all passive incomes such as royalties, interest 
from bank deposits or deposit substitutes is not yet covered by the necessary 

executive order to make it effective but the banks have been given instruc- 
tions already that this tax was to have taken effect 1 July. Accordingly, the 
banks are now collecting a 20 percent withholding tax on all interest earnings 
on deposits and money market placements, which was raised to 20 percent from the 

previous 17.5 percent. 

Implementation of the entire tax package is deemed crucial to the revenue pro- 

jections of the government this year and to the current talks with the Inter- 

national Monetary Fund, 
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The tax package consisted mainly of structural reforms aimed at improving equity, 
promoting growth and efficiency. 

These include measures to automatically exempt from taxes those whose incomes 
are below the poverty line, and to reduce the tax burden of married couples. 

Business and sales taxes are also to be reduced and simplified, while export 
taxes, except those imposed on logs, are to be abolished, and tax and duty 

exemptions are to be phased out with only a few exceptions. 
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AGRICULTURE SECTOR WORRIED ABOUT BANK CLOSURES 

HK290529 Manila THE MANILA CHRONICLE in English 27 Jul 86 p 9 

[By Corrie Salientes] 

[Text] The planned closure of about 90 provincial branches of the Philiopines 

National Bank (PNB) and the continuing opposition of monetary authorities to the 
proposed rehabilitation of the rural banking system may derail government 
efforts to increase the flow of credit to the rural areas. 

Agriculture sources say these problems also dealt a big blow to agricultural 

productivity programs administered by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 

The planned shutdown of more than half of the PNB's 183 provincial branches 
and extension offices is a precondition to the state-owned bank's rehabilitation 

program. 

The reluctance of monetary authorities to rehabilitate some 900 rural banks 
throughout the country indicated their bias in favor of the “more viable" com- 
mercial banks, according to Agriculture and Food Minister Ramon Mitra Jr. 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Food (MAF) has laid down basic programs and 
strategies to reform rural financial markets and encourage the flow of credit 

to the farms. 

Among those already undertaken include dismantling of monopolies and restric- 

tions that dampen the farmers’ incentive to produce; provision of irrigation, 
market infrastructures, and other forms of services, and reduction of input 

and production costs. 

"These problems will certainly hamper the flow of credit to the farms. 

We can never hope to uplift the living conditions in the rural sector," Mitra 
said, 

Sources say that without the PNB and the rural banks, farmers will be forced to 
borrow from usurers. They argue that farmers cannot turn to commercial banks 

because of their highly complicated and centralized lending system. 
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The MAF blames the monetary authorities’ bias against agriculture for all these 
problems. 

Closure of several non-profitable PNB branches was recommended by the Monetary 

Board as part of the bank's rehabilitation program. 

"This may be a correct move if one will not consider other factors that will be 
affected. It should also be considered that it is PNB"’s social function, being 

a government bank, to serve the rural sector particularly the small farmers 

even at a losing end," Mitra said. 

No matter how inefficient they may have been in the past, rural banks are 
still considered the most logical government credit conduits because they have 

the network to reach remote areas where credit is needed. 

"All that needs to be done is to rehabilitate them and professionalize their 
operations,” Mitra said. 
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TOURISM INDUSTRY CONFIDENT OF GROWTH 

HK290523 Manila THE MANILA CHRONICLE in English 27 Jul 86 p 10 

[By Manolo B. Jara] 

[Text] For the first time in years, Manila hoteliers have a reason to smile. 
The main reason is the country's new image brought about by the almost blood- 
less February revolution that tonpled the 20-year despotic Marcos regime. 

Not even the aborted 6 July “mini-coup" staged by rapid Marcos partisans has 
failed to dampen the general optimism pervading the industry. Some hoteliers 

admit that damage has been inflicted “in the short term" on the country's re- 
surging tourist industry. 

But, at the same time, they insist that the failed coup has strengthened and 
helped ensure the stability of the Aquino Government. And this stability, in 
their reckoning, would serve in good stead “in the long run" to assuage tourist 
fears in visiting the country. 

For it was this same problem of instability, lawlessness and violence during 

the Marcos era that drove away tourists. As a result, visitor arrivals de- 

clined, wreaking havoc on the industry. 

To be sure, the tourist industry reached its peak in 1980 when more than 
1 million visitors arrived. But it was downhill since then, worsened by the 

21 August 1983 assassination of opposition leader Benigno Aquino, Jr. 

The slump literally forced hoteliers to go begging for warm bodies to fill 
their rooms, But the response was limited--until “people power" caused the un- 
ceremonious exit of Mr Marcos and installed Mrs Corazon Aquino as the country's 
first woman president in late February. 

The dramatic overnight change in the country's image served to perk the indus- 
try up from the doldrums. Ministry of Tourism (MOT) projections estimate tour- 

ist arrivals this year at more than 800,000. 

Next year, the ministry hopes to lure 1 million visitors despite the adverse 
impact of the failed coup. MOT officials are confident they can offset its 
negative effects with sustained and effective sales and promotion blitzes, es- 

pecially to the country's major tourist markets. 
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But the degree of optimism among Manila hoteliers varies. It ranges from un- 
restrained optimism to one that is "conservative" and even a guarded “wait-and- 
see" stance. 

Paul Ross, general manager of the Westin Philippine Plaza, perhaps, exemplifies 

the highly optimistic breed. "There is a definite resurgence of confidence in 
the country,” he told DEPTHNEWS. And because of this, he projects a high occu- 
pancy rate of 70-73 percent for the hotel between July and August. 

More than that, he was confident that the peak months starting September would 

be good for Philippine Plaza. “We're going to have a good peak season,” he 
said. 

Sharing Mr Ross’ optimism is Century Park Sheraton Manila's General Manager 
Peter Stevens. He said: "We are optimistic about the growth in tourist arri- 

vals this year as a result of the billions of dollars worth of worldwide pub- 

licity heaped on the country during those 4 days in February. 

“The renewed interest in the Philippines is very encouraging as we have seen 
during the sales trips we did recently." However, he warned that the industry 

must sustain this positive image to keep tourism growing. 

On the more conservative but optimistic side is D. Andrew Quinlan, general 
manager of Hotel Inter-Continental Manila. Mr Quinian said the Intercon, a 
businessman's hotel, is shifting strategy because “tourists have been coming in 
much faster than the businessmen." 
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ECONOMIC INDICATOR ON INCREASE IN STRIKE NOTICES 

HK300520 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 29 Jul 86 p 2 

{["Economic Indicator" column: "Strike Notices Up"] 

[Text] The number of strike/lockout notices filed with the Ministry of Labor 
and Employment (MOLE) for the first 7 months of 1986 rose 16.47 percent com- 
pared with the year ago level, data gathered from the Labor Statistics Service 
(LSS) division of the ministry showed. 

For the January-15 July period, a total of 792 strike/lockout notices were 
filed involving 148,137 workers. The number of notices was 112 more than the 
previous year's 680 while the number of workers affected inched up 0.65 percent 
from 147,168 in the same period the year before. 

According to LSS figures, strike notices filed with the ministry peaked after 
the February revolution, reflective of the change in the political and economic 
environments. From merely 76 strike notices reported in February, the March 

figure increased to 114 and went up further to 170 in April. The filing of 
strike notices, however, slowed down in May, Juse and July with 167, 137 and 

34 notices, respectively. 

Of the total number of strike notices filed during the period, 352 strikes 
actually tock place, involving 116,054 workers. The number of actual strikes 
staged during the period increased 57.85 percent from 223 in 1985 while the 

number of workers affected soared 96.9 percent from 58,940. 

Although the number of notices were up this year, the number of cases disposed 

also increased. Out of 792 strike notices, 715 cases or 90 percent of the 
total were disposed of. 

Notices of Strike/Lockout Filed 
January-July 1985 and 1986 

Notices of Strike 

Lockout Filed Disposed Cases Affected {word indistinct] Period 
1986 1985 1986 1985 1986 1985 

January 94 103 90 108 16,162 19,181 
February 76 104 67 97 12,533 16,492 
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March 114 150 105 108 23,425 32,517 
April 170 114 144 11} 33,292 29,537 
May 167 90 141 89 29,357 25,069 

June 137 84 153 124 29,173 19,399 

July 34 35 15 67 4,195 4,973 
Total 792 680 715 704 148,137 147,168 

1-15 July 1986 
(Source: Labor Statistics Service, Ministry of Labor and Employment (MOLE)) 
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MILITARY GIRDS FOR MAJOR OFFENSIVE 

HK220550 Manila THE MANILA EVENING POST in English 19 Jul 86 pp 1, 3 

[By Ed Malay] 

[Text] Combat-tested units of the Armed Forces of the Philippines [AFP] are 
being moved to the frontlines, particularly in areas known to be infested with 
communist guerrillas, to strengthen the military's position in those areas for 

a major offensive to be launched soon. 

Ministry of National Defense sources said such major offensive would take place 

once the 6-month deadline given to the communist movement to forge a peace 
agreement with the government is up. 

All indications point to a hitch in the peace negotiations with the communists. 

Sources said that beyond the claims of the communists that they are prepared \.o 

make peace with the government, the underground movement's representatives 
still have to meet with the government negotiation panel headed by Agriculture 
Minister Ramon Mitra, Jr and former Senator Jose W. Diokno, chairman of the 

Presidential Commission on Human Rights. 

Sources said troops are being moved to northern and central Luzon, Southern 
Tagalog and Bicol regions, Eastern and Western Visayas, and in some scattered 

areas in Mindanao. 

They said troops in these areas are under orders to assume what the military 
calls “active defense strategy," but such posture will shift to an offensive 
stragegy once the order for this course of action is given by top military 

officials. 

Contrary to some reports about the military's anti-insurgency capabilities, 
military intelligence units are well in place and have managed to pinpoint the 

areas where New People's Army (NPA) rebels operate, including the identities of 

the dissidents. 

The military, however, could not move in because of the government's policy of 

reconciliation. 
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The military has decided to give the country's political leadership enough time 
to resolve the insurgency issue by peaceful means. 

More than 300 soldiers have been killed in ambushes and clashes perpetrated by 
the communist movement since the new government took over last February. The 
most recent encounter was the ambush in Gumaca, Quezon, where NPA guerrillas 

even invited foreign and local newsmen to witness what the military described 
as the senseless slaughter of military personnel who were on a peace mission." 
A total of 13 soldiers were killed in that ambush. 

Survivors of the Gumaca ambush recounted the atrocities committed by the rebels 

who even burned the bodies of the slain troopers. 

The military's operational capability was boosted by the return and pledge of 

cooperation by ranking military officers previously identified with former 

President Marcos. 

The decision of these officers to return to the AFP is a unifying factor which 
has strengthened the ranks of the country's military organization, observers 
said. 

Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile last night said the Armed Forces of the 
Philippines (AFP) is solid and is not divided into several factions. 

Speaking during the induction of the Rotary Club of Cubao, Quezon City, at the 
Camelot Hotel, Enrile said “the military is a solid, compact, and unified or- 
ganization and has never been divided." 

He said after the 22-25 February People's Revolution, the military returned to 

its original position as “non-political, neutral, and non-partisan." 

The military rebels who defected in favor of former Senator Arturo Tolentino, 
Enrile said, were “but minority groups and one of those isolated cases of mis- 
understanding." 

Enrile said those who were involved in the abortive coup and who were pardoned 
such as Brigadier General Jaime Echeverria, Brigadier General Jose Zumel, and 
Colonel Rolando Abadilla, have "no present command." 

He said the ultimatum given the “lovalists" and the soldiers at the Manila 
Hotel, was not his decision alone, but of President Aquino as proposed by her 

civilian advisers. 

"We, in the military, are only implementors of government decisions. Our ac- 
tions are sanctioned by the president," he said. 

He said it was agreed that if the illegal occupants of the hotel would meet the 
24-hour deadline and come out peacefully, all the participating soldiers would 

not be punished, or humiliated, and their security would be insured. 



Criticized for his “soft approach deal," Enrile said: "I was afraid to have 
a confrontation between the two gicups of soldiers. I could have sent armored 

tanks in the premises of the hotel to force them out, but I realized that the 
best way was through persuasion, not a hardline stance during those critical 
moments,” he added. 

“Alam ninyo natakot din ako [You know, I was also frightened)," he said. 

Enrile said it came to him that once the soldiers at the Manila Hotel decided to 

challenge the pro-Aquino troopers, "the only way out is a shootout.” 

"Once a soldier decides to fight, he will not back out. So we adopted the sec- 
ond option of sending our messengers friendly to them to persuade and convince 
them to come out peacefully, and the incident would be treated as if nothing 
happened," he said. 

/12232 
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STUDY ASSESSES PEACE, ORDER PROBLEM AREAS 

HK210959 Quezon City NEW DAY in English 21 Jul 86 p 6 

[By Joel D. Lacsamana] 

[Text] United Front activities or mass actions by the Communist Party of the 
Philippines/New People's Army (CPP/NPA), the increasingly provocative actions 
of pro-Marcos groups urban terrorism and criminality and, to some extent, the 
activities of the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) and other "dubious" 
groups, are among the major causes of peace and order problems in Philippine 
urban centers, particulary metro Manila. 

This was the assessment arrived at recently by a combined military-government- 

private sector group which tackled the subject of peace and order in the urban 
centers during the 2-day civil-military workshop at Camp Aquinalds. 

The study, which is only 1 of 10 similar workshop outputs submitted to the 
Office of the President for perusal, cited the significant improvement in the 

peace and order situation in metro Manila and other urban areas since the 
assumption of President Corazon Aquino to power. "This, despite the magnitude 
of the problems inherited from the previous administration which directly 
affected the people,” the study said. 

However, it was noted that metro Manila still has a considerable peace and 
order problem compared with the moderate situation in major regional cities of 

Baguino, Naga, Iloilo, Cebu, Zamboanga, Cagayan de Oro and Davao. The problems 
concerned include mass protest actions, labor strikes and disruption of public 
utilities, urban terrorism and criminality, all of which could be attributed 

to several factors particularly on the political, economic and sociological 
aspects. 

From 1 January to 30 June 1986, a total of 646 mass protest activities took 

place throughout the country, broken down into 320 rallies and demonstrations, 
293 strikes and 23 class boycotts. This figure, according to the study, showed 

a slight 3 percent increase compared to the 627 mass protest actions during the 
same period last year. 

CPP-infiltrated sectoral and mass organizations spearheaded 150 or 23 percent 
of the total mass protests activities, registering a sharp decrease of 50 percent 



compared to the 300 CPP-initiated incidents recorded from i July to 30 Decen- 

ber 1985. Por-Marcos elements initiated 76 rallies and demonstrations, most of 
which were intended to denounce the present government and demand the return of 

deposed President Marcos to the country. 

The highest number of mass protest activities was recorded ic the National Capi- 

tal Region (NCR) with 336 incidents, broken down into 159 rallies and demonstra- 
tions, 155 strikes and 22 class boycotts. This figure, the study noted, is 
52 percent of the total mass protest actions conducted nationwide. CPP-identi- 

fied organizations initiated 67 or 20 percent while pro-Marcos elements staged 
39 or 12 percent. 

Among the urban centers in the country, Cebu City was noted to have the most 

number of mass protest activities with 25 incidents, 13 or 52 percent of which 
were CPP-initiated. Other urban areas which contributed largely to the number 

of mass protest activities are Baguio City, Bacolod City, Cotabato City, 
Cagayan de Oro City and Davao City. The majority of these activities were con- 
ducted by the Bagong Alyansang Makabayan (Bayan) [New People's Alliance] and 

its affiliate organizations, the study said, 

The study noted that the CPP/NPA, through the National Democratic Front (NDF), 

puts special emphasis on the infiltration of sectoral groups (e.g. opposition, 
labor and student groups) in the pursuit of its long-term objective to topple 
the government. For the party, infiltration of various sectoral groups along 

with united front efforts and “agitation progaganda activities in the urban 
centers are necessary to complement the insurgent efforts in the countryside," 

the study said. 

The study attributed the prevailing atmosphere of instability within the fledg- 
ling governmentof President Aquino to the activities of pro-Marcos forces in the 

country. These organizations and individuals manifest varying degrees of 
allegiance or support to Marcos and nurture the hope of eventually wresting 

control of the government to reinstall him president. 

These pro-Marcos forces, the study said, have devised strategies and tactics 
that closely follow the Marcos style of "divide and conquer" which involve 
“sowing intrigues within the Aquino government, non-cooperation and magnifying 

grievances of disgruntled local] officials" to give an impression of weakness, 
thus justifying their claim that the Aquino government lacks the capability to 

effectively govern the country. 

In the pursuit of their destabilization campaign, the study added, the pro- 
Marcos forces have focused their activities on organizational and agitation- 
propaganda activities. "Apparently, the present thrust of the group's organi- 
zational activities is directed toward strengthening and synchronizing the 
activities of the various groups and organizations now popularly described as 

Marcos loyalists," the study said. 

The study also noted that reported financiers of Pro-Marcos activities, besides 
the prominent cronies and close associates, include big businessmen identified 

with the past regime. 
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The study likewise mentioned that before the fall of the Marcos government, 
the pro-Marcos forces had a stockpile of high-powered and sophisticated weapons 

procured abroad that were never reflected in the military records. 

If there was one topic that the study seemed particularly alarmed about, it was 

in the area of labor activism and disruption of public utilities. 

From 1 January to 25 June this year, the study noted 532 labor mass protest 

actions throughout the country, mostly in metro Manila and Cebu, broken down 
into 293 strikes and 59 rallies or demonstrations. In the NCR, it noted 54 
pending strikes that lasted 7 to 13 days, compared to an average duration of 
17 days in 1985. 

These strikes, the study pointed out, involved 12,654 workers in 54 companies 

in mostly small-sized enterprises with the number of employees ranging from 
15 to 200. Of the total, 52 or 15 percent of the incidents were reportedly in- 
stigated or exploited by suspected CPP-infiltrated labor organizations. 

Of particular significance, the study noted, was that 20 labor rallies/demon- 
strations and strikes were marred by violence, resulting in 3 persons 
killed and 152 others injured. Seven of these violence-marred protest activi- 

ties were communist-infiltrated, the study said. 

Another major peace and order problem, particularly in the NCR, is the periodic 
disruption of public transport utilities starting on 26-27 May when strikes 
hit six bus firms simultaneously, the study said, “Another strike was staged 
on 25-16 June [as published] by jeepney drivers which disrupted jeepney trans- 
port in some parts of metro Manila. The strike, the study noted, was tinged 
with political undertones as can be gleaned from the support extended by 
leaders of pro-Marcos forces to the striking jeepney drivers apparently to de- 

stabilize the government. 

The study also said the Army City Partisans (ACP) is the fighting unit of the 
CPP/NPA in the urban areas. Among the specific tasks of the ACP are the liqui- 
dation of target personalties, disarming of military personnel, intelligence 

collection and reconnassance work for the insrugents’ operations in the country- 

side. 

The study pointed out that the creation of the Special Operations Department 
(SOD) under the CPP's Military Commission was in connection with CPP plan to 
develop partisan warfare in the Manila-Rizal area which, in turn, is part of 

the overall strategy of creating two battlefronts--one in the cities and one 

in the countryside. 

The study noted though, that although the CPP/NPA's urban terrorism drive has 
become bolder, the trend has been decreasing, indicating that present conditions 
do not favor renewed urban terrorist activities. "The CPP may temporarily stop 
urban terrorism for this could further alienate the party from the political 
mainstream which is more predisposed towards peaceful and parliamentary means 

to achieve change in government," the study explained. 

{12232 
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RUC 1 ON TIES WITH BALWEG AGAINST NPA 

HK240701 Manila MANILA BULLETIN in English 23 Jul 86 p 8 

[Text] Laoag City--Renegade priest Fr Conrado Balweg has reportedly agreed to 
team up with the military in fighting the communist New People's Army (NPA) 
in the Cordilleras. 

This was disclosed here yesterday during a briefing given General Fidel V. Ramos, 

chief of staff of the new Enrique Hadji Cuadra, provincial constabulary commander 
of Abra. 

Ramos was accompanied by some members of his staff and Colonel Jesus de la Cruz, 
chief of the Regional Unified Command (RUC) 1, in his 3-day visit to the three 
Ilocos provinces--Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur and La Union--where he dialogued 

with local officials and military commanders. 

Fr Balweg, who joined the NPA when he became a renegade, has severed his ties 
with the insurgents and taken up the cause of the Cordillera tribes of Benguet, 

Mt Province, Abra, Ifugao and Kalinga-Apayao for the establishment of an autono- 
mous government in the area, 

Two other renegade priests, Fr Bruno Ortega of Abra and an aging one known only 
as “Apo Sabal," have joined forces with Fr Balweg in the Cordillera movement. 

According to Cuadra, Fr Balweg, with his 57 armed followers, and his colleagues, 
with 157 armed men, have named their organization the Cordillera People's 

Liberation Army (CPLA). 

It is this CPLA which would eventually team up with the government to clear the 

Cordilleras of NPA's, should ongoing peace talks and reconciliation pull 

through, Cuadra said. 

Exploratory talks with Fr Balweg's representative, Moises Lingayo, followed 
a recent meeting between Fr Balweg and Vice President Salvador Laurel, Cuadra 

said, 

/12232 
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NPA INCREASES RECRUITMENT ACTIVITIES 

HK250354 Quezon City BUSINESS DAY in English 24 Jul 86 p 25 

[Text] Dagupan City--The constabulary has confirmed massive recruitment activi- 
ties by the New People's Army (NPA) in eastern Pangasinan. 

Captain Silverio Alarcio Jr, Commanding officer of the 15lst PC Company, said 
the recruitment activity was contained in voluminous subversive documents cap- 
tured by his men, 

These documents were seized from four persons, tagged as NPA propagandists, 

who were arrested by the PC sometime in April. The names of the suspects were 
withheld by the PC, 

He said these documents included a list of names of persons who are targets of 
recruitment and who have undergone indoctrination from the NPA. Alarcio told 
newsmen that at least 107 of those included in the list were politely invited 

at the headquarters of the 15lst PC company in Tayug for reorientation course 

on democratic tenets. 

"Far from numerous published reports then, these persons were not arrested but 

merely invited to attend an orientation course at the headquarters of the 

15lst PC Company, he said. 

The orientation course, he said, was necessary because those listed in the sub- 
versive documents captured by the PC had already attended communist mass courses 

and were about to become NPA members. 

Meanwhile, BUSINESS DAY reporter Carmel M, Pizarro said the New People's Army 
in Tabuk, Kalinga-Apayao have renewed their “agaw-armas" (firearms snatching) 
campaign aimed particularly among the Civilian Home Defense Forces (CHDF). 

A letter received in Baguio City and signed "NPA Kordilerya"™ claimed that the 
NPA stopped vehicles from entering the barangays of Magaogao, Sacbot, and 

Ralong, the the rebels disarmed CHDF members. They killed two persons. 

Because of this CHDF members of another barangay, Kabaran, resigned from their 

posts 
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The letter also said the NPA executed a certain Andres Dawagui in Bauko, 

Mt Province who was suspected of being a military informer last 15 July. 

The letter claimed that Dawagui was involved in a “number of crimes" against 
those who give false reports to the military. 
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PRIVATE AKMY POSES THREAT TO CAVITE 

HK281248 Manila THE MANILA EVENING POST in English 25 Jul 86 pp 1, 6 

[Excerpts] A “private army" run by a previous official close to former 
President Marcos is believed to be posing a serious threat to the peace and 
stability of Cavite, such that officers-in-charge (OICs) in the province led 
by Governor Fernando Campos have petitioned Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile 
to dismantle it. 

The petition signed by Campos, a provincial board member and 22 municipal OICs 

in Cavite, said the former official leads a private army with the active par- 

ticipation of replaced mayors. 

The group reportedly uses high-powered firearms and radio transceivers, all of 

them illegal, Campos said. 

Campos and his local officials said the private army operates under the noses 

of the PC [Philippine Constabulary] command. 

The former official and some replaced Kilusang Bagong Lipuanan (KBL) mayors of 

Cavite were in the aborted coup at the Manila Hotel last 6 July. 

Campos said the participation of the former official and his “private army" in 
the Manila Hotel incident brought into sharp focus the potential threat of the 
group to the peace and stability of Cavite, adding the power brandished by the 

private army during the incident was awesome. 

With illegal firearms in the possession of the group, Campos warned trouble may 

already arise anytime. 

Campos and the Cavite OICs urged Enrile to order the seizure of these loose 
and illegal firearms and launch a vigilant and sustained effort to stop the 
activities of the private army. 

He said all law-enforcement agencies in Cavite must set up checkpoints at stra- 

tegic places to watch the group. 

412232 
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HUMAN RIGHTS GROUP PROPOSAL--A human rights group has proposed the establishment 
of regional chapters of the Presidential Committee on Human Rights to make it 
more accessible to the people. The move will make it easier for victims for 
human rights violations to bring their complaints to the body, the Philippine 
Alliance of Human Rights Advocates [PAHRA] said the other day. The alliance 
was 1 of 15 human rights groups which attended a dialog with the Human Rights 
Committee. The alliance also called for an increase in the number of human 
rights lawyers working with the committee for smoother functions. Under the 
present centralized system, the alliance said, it is difficult for complainants 

to bring their cases to the committee from their different places of origin. 
At the same meeting, the committee requested all human rights groups to furnish 
the military units copies of their findings before these are published to enable 
the military to give its side before the final report is made. The action is 
being taken “out of fairness and for greater credibility," the memorandum 
issued by the committee on 3 July said. The PAHRA said there is nothing wrong 
to this so long as it is only a request, but the moment that the committee 
compels all the human rights groups to do what was stated in the memorandum, all 
the groups will protest, because it can be considered as censorship. [By Cynthia 
Alitagatag] [Text] [Manila THE NEWS HERALD in English 27 Jul 86 p 3 WK) /12232 

MEMBERSHIP IN NONALIGNED MOVEMENT--Harare, 29 July (AFP)--The next summit of non- 
aligned countries opening here on 25 August will examine applications for member- 

ship from the Philippines and Haiti, the Zimbabwe News Agency ZIANA reported on 
Monday. Zimbabwe will take over chairmanship of the movement at the 2-week con- 
ference, which ZIANA said would discuss strengthening non-alignment as an “in- 
dependent global, positive and equitable alternative to bloc policies and great 
power rivalries in international relations." The movement currently has 101 
members. The agency said the summit would review the situation in southern 

Africa, covering “internal repression and oppression in apartheid South Africa, 
the regime's destabilization of and aggression against the frontline states and 
surrounding countries, as well as illegal occupation of Namibia, and in this 
context the need to provide effective material, diplomatic and moral support 

for national liberation movements." The question of Palestine and the situa- 
tion in the Middle East is on the agenda, including “continued occupation of 
Palestine and Israeli aggression against and destabilization of its neighbours." 
There would also be a general debate on intensification of measures to combat 
colonial domination and foreign occupation worldwide, the agency said. [Text] 
[Hong Kong AFP in English 0300 GMT 29 Jul 86 HK) /12232 
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LOEI GOVERNOR REVIEWS RELATIONS WITH LAOS 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 25 Jun 86 p 3 

[Article: "The Border with Laos Will Not Present Difficulties for the Election 
of Governor, All Areas Ordered To Inspect 1.D. Cards and Weapons") 

[Excerpt] Mr Santi Manikanchon, the governor of Loei Province, said that even 
though this province largely border the LPDR, which has a different system of 
government than Thailand's, he definitely did not think this would be a 
problem for the election on the 27th of next month. 

The governor of Loei Province said that all officials, both Thai and Lao, in 
the area of Loei Province, which borders Laos, have a good understanding. 
There has never been a serious conflict in the past and the people of both 
countries visit back and forth all the time. But for the sake of vigilance 
he ordered the precinct and village headmen of all areas to organize watches 
in all villages in order to look for strangers coming to the villages as 

well as to inspect identification cards and weapons. 

Mr Santi also said that in the past the people of Loei Province has suffered 

because of the operations of Communist terrorists. For this reason they 
worked together to organize border defense villages and self-defense/ 
development villages. They were also members of the Thai volunteers to 
defend the nation which maintained the peace and developed the villages where 
they lived. They were thus an important force cooperating with the officials 
defending against incidents or serious offenses. 

8149/12951 
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MALAY PRINCE TO RECEIVE COMBAT TRAINING, CROWN PRINCE TO TEACH 

Bangkok DAO SIAM in Thai 8 Jun 86 pp 1,3 

{Article: "He Knows the Military and Is Admired for His Great Capabilities 
--'Fa Chai’ Will Be an Instructor for ‘Armed’ Helicopters"} 

[Excerpt] There is a report which shows the superior capabilities of Thailand. 
A high-level source in the army revealed that everything is being made ready 
to review and expand the capabilities of the Malay Prince who is the principle 

son of the Sultan of Malasia. The source said that Prince Ibrahim Ismail of 
Malasia is preparing to respond to the wished of his father and will come for 
conditioning. This is scheduled for about the middle of next month. 

Prince Ibrahim Ismail is the son of the first Queen. He har completed his 
military training in England. He was a fighter pilot but then was involved 

in a fairly serious aircraft accident. We then became a helicopter pilot. 
He now has the rank of captain and is serving in the Malasian Army. 

The Sultan of Malasia came to Thailand at the end of last year. He was the 
guest of the King and visited many places in Thailand as well as military 
units under the command of the Special Warfare Command Unit at Lopburi. They 
presented many things for him to see at the Third Special Warfare Regiment 
of Camp Erawan which he found very interesting. At that time he told Lieutenant 
General Sunthon Khongsomphong, the commander of the Special Warfare Command 
Unit, that he intended to have his son, the Prince, come for training in 
order to increase his capabilities with Thai soldiers. 

With regard to the special warfare and the program involving coordination 
with the Thai side, the Crown Prince, a Special Colonel, will treat Prince 
Ibrahim Ismail as a guest and will arrange his program and will train with 
him both in special warfare and in flying. In some parts of the training the 
Crown Prince will be an instructor also, as for example in using armed 

helicopters or gunships and flying other helicopters. 

The First Special Warfare Regiment, of which the Crown Prince is the special 
commander, will be the principle unit providing training and condit loning 

under this program. The Third Special Warfare Regiment will provide support 

in some circumstances. 

8149/12951 
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ARMY WATCHES POLITICIANS FOR HOSTILE VIEWS; SECRET FUND NOTED 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 26 Jun 86 pp 1, 16 

[Excerpt] The army has ordered soldiers of every section to follow closely 
the political campaigns of those parties which mention corruption in the 
army and inform Lieutenant General Chawalit Yongchaiyut, the army commander. 

This information came from a statement of Lieutenant General Wanchai 
Ruangtrakun, the deputy chief of staff and acting chief of staff of the army 
which was made at the army conference hall in the afternoon of 25 June. He 
explained that at the monthly conference of army commanders he would inform 
the unit commanders. 

Lieutenant General Wanchai said that if there were campaigning by a party 
in the region of the commander of any unit and this campaigning mentioned 
corruption in the army and especially if it criticised the use of the secret 
government fund for the campaigning of the commander of the unit, then this 
must be reported to the army. 

In cases where there is criticism that the secret government fund is being 
used improperly for campaigning, Lieutenant General Wanchai said that if 

there are in fact such statements, the people making them should come 
forward and confirm it. The army commander was very concerned about this 
problem and so has issued a statement to the army about the use of the secret 

government fund. 

In responde to the question of whether this criticism would be a problem in 
requesting secret government funds later, Lieutenant General Wanchai said 
that it would depend on the requirements and the explanation to the congress. 

This fund was not easily obtained and had to go through the proper channels. 

He insisted that the use of the secret government fund by the Ministry of 
Defense and the army was closely controlled and he was not able to reveal 
what it was used for because if it were revealed the fund would no longer 

be secret. He said that those authorized to use the secret government fund 
in the Ministry of Defense were strictly limited to government officials 

affiliated with the Ministry of Defense such as the commanders of the three 

services or those who received a special assignment. 
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"Those who use the secret government fund must follow the aims and 
requirements of the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Finance in 
every respect,” he said. 

In response to the question of whether the use of the secret government fund 
could be checked in each instance he said that military officials had ways 
for investigating this. When a reporter asked if what was left of the secret 
government fund each year was returned to the Ministry of Finance or not, he 
responded that he did not know the details but he thought that if funds were 
left over that they must be returned to the Ministry of Finance. 

8149/12951 
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ARMY SOURCES DISCUSS 

Bangkok SU ANAKHOT in Thai 16-22 Jul 86 pp 10-12 
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the fact that he went to Ban Sisao to show support for Gen Prem during 
recent political crisis means that he is sure of being 3d ig 
region commander. 

appo 

As for the 4th Amy Region, a news source in CRMA Class 1 said that it's 
for Maj Gen Panya Singsakda, the deputy commandant of the Institute of 
Academies, who once served as the deputy commander of the 4th Ammy Region 
who served in this region ever since he was commander of the 5th Division, 
return here as 4th Amy Region commander. This year, the present commander, 
Gen Wanchai cChitchamnong, will be promoted to full general and 
deputy chief of staff officers at Supreme Command Headquarters. 

However, another news source said that Lt Gen Wichit Sukmak, the 
Territorial Defense Department, is another person who is highly 
position. His problem is that he is a member of CRMA Class 2. 
thought that the position of 4th Amy Region commander will go 
Panya. 

A news source said that it was thought that Maj Gen Sanan would be 
commander of the 5th Amy Region, or Special Warfare Command, after It Gen 
Sunthon is promoted to full general. But a suitable position must be found for 
Maj Gen Wimon Wongwanit, the commander of the list King's Guard Division. He 
will be promoted to lieutenant general and given a regional command. And the 
most suitable position for him is commander of the Special Warfare Commard. 
Because he was the first commander of the lst Special Forces Division. Thus, 
Maj Gen Wimon will probably be appointed 5th Amy Region commander. Maj Gen 
Sanan will probably be made commander of the 2d Army Region. 

PED 
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Watch What Happens to the Warlords of CRMA Class 5 

There are several key members of CRMA Class 5 who have been divisional 
commanders for 3 years now. One important figure is Maj Gea Wirot Saengsanit, 
the commander of the AAA Division. He plays an important role in this class. 
There is also Maj Gen Phuchong Ninlakhanm, the commander of the Artillery 
Division, who played a role in the security case concerning the assassination 
attempt on the leader. There is also Maj Gen San Siphen, the commander of the 
2d Division. 

A military news source said that this is a difficult problem for the present 
army commander. Because if a mistake is made, it could split the power base of 
the present army commander. The news source also said that in his capacity as 
the commander of the Artillery Division, which is based at Lopburi, Maj Gen 
Phuchong has always coordinated things well with the Special Warfare Commard. 
Thus, he has a good chance of being appointed deputy commander of the Special 
Warfare Command. Maj Gen Wirot is probably in line for the position of deputy 
commarder of the lst Army Region. Maj Gen San will probably rise within the 2d 
Army Region. 
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LEADERSHIP PREFERENCE POLL DATA INTERPRETED 

Bangkok MATICHON SUT SAPDA in Thai 20 Jul 86 pp 4-6 

[Public opinion poll by the Social Sciences Association of Thailand: "Prime 
Minister Should Not Be an Outsider, But Prem Is Still the First Choice"] 

[Text] Even though the question of who will become prime minister following 

the 27 July general election has been the subject of political discussions for 
a long time now, there is still much interest in this. Ever since the 
government dissolved parliament on 1 May, people in different groups have had 
different opinions on who the next leader will be. Many people believe that if 
the Democrat and Social Action parties form the core in establishing the next 

coalition government, Gen Prem Tinsulanon has a very good chance of becoming 
prime minister again. 

However, besides those who are trying to "block" Prem, which includes the Mass 
Party, the United Democracy Party, and those who are losing power, members of 
other parties, such as Democrat Party candidates from Bangkok and the other 
regions (with the exception of the south) and Social Action Party candidates 
have all stated quite clearly that the prime minister must be an elected 
official. 

But it is by no means clear that Gen Prem Tinsulanon has lost his right to 

return to the Government House. Because the actions of this former general are 
like those of a candidate campaigning for votes. He has made trips to the 

north and south and toured the northeast. There are also the activities of Lt 
Gen Sunthon Khongsomphong, the commander of the Special Warfare Command. In an 

interview, he said that Gen Prem is still suited to serving as prime minister. 

In view of this, the poll conducted among voters in Bangkok Metropolitan in 

order to predict the results of the 27 July election is very interesting. This 
poll was conducted by Mr Thongchai Wongsuwan and Mr Somchai Sisutthiyakon, 
instructors with the Facul.y of Political Science, Thammasat University, as 

part of the public policy study project of the Social Sciences Association of 
Thailand. 

The research team conducted the poll on 14 and 15 June. One-hundred of the 
2,850 election units were selected at random. These were selected in such a 

Way that the percentage of units polled in each constituency matched the 
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percentage of units in each of the 12 constituencies. Twenty-five voters from 

each unit, for a total of 2,500 respondents, were selected. Of these, 2,497 
cooperated. 

The details and data are as follows: 

1. The occupations of the sample group were as follows: 471 government 

officials and state enterprise officials (18.9 percert); 817 private 
businessmen (32.7 percent); 311 housewives (12.5 percent); 617 
workers/laborers (24.7 percent); 159 students (6.4 percent); 21 farmers (0.8 

percent); 23 unemployed people (0.9 percent); and 73 respondents who did not 
state their occupation (3.1 percent). 

2. Level of education of respondents: 97 (3.9 percent) had not completed 
primary school; 938 (37.6 percent) had completed primary school; 756 (30.3 
percent) had graduated from secondary school; 145 (7.8 percent) had a 
diploma; and 456 (18.3 percent) had a bachelor's degree or higher. 

3. The first question asked by the research team was whether the prime 

minister should be an elected official. In response, 68.9 percent (1,721) of 
the respondents said that the prime minister should be an elected official. 
That is, he should be the leader of the political party that holds the 
majority of the seats in the House of Representatives or that has the largest 

number of MPs. At the very least, he should be an MP. Only 29.7 percent (742) 
Said that it was not necessary for the prime minister to be an elected 
official. That is, the prime minister can be anyone whom MPs feel is suitable. 

When broken down by age group, the responses to this question were as follows: 

74.6 percent of those 20-25 years old said that the prime minister should be 
elected. But only 60.5 percent of those 46-55 years old agreed with this. This 
is an indication of the rather high level of political awareness of the 

younger respondents. 

When broken down by occupational group, the percentages in favor of having an 
elected prime minister were as follows: students, 76.7 percent; government 
officials and state enterprise officials, 72.8 percent; farmers, 71.4 percent; 

housewives, 68.2 percent; laborers, 67.4 percent; soliders and policemen, 66.7 
percent; private businessmen, 66.1 percent; and unemployed, 56.5 percent. 

These data show that younger people support the idea that the prime minister 

should be elected, because most of them are still students. They have a 
greater chance of obtaining political information than do those in other 
occupational groups. At the other end were private businessmen and the 

unemployed. Responaoents in these groups were more evenly split between those 
who felt that the prime minister should be elected and those who did not think 

that it is necessary for the prime minister to be an MP. 

Those who are engaged in private business activities are more interested in 

their work than they are in who becomes prime minister. Similarly, the 

unemployed have personal financial problems and so they are iess interested in 
political problems. 



Another interesting point was that when broken down by level of education, the 

percentage of respondents in favor of having an elected prime minister 
increased with the level of education. Specifically, the percentages in favor 
of having an elected prime minister were as follows: bachelor's degree or 

higher, 74.6 percent; diploma, 73.3 percent; secondary school, 69.6 percent; 
primary school, 66.5 percent; and below primary school, 55.7 percent. 

4, The research team was interested in studying the popularity of current 
military, administrative, and political leaders in order to determine who is 
most popular. The results can be summarized as follows: 41.5 percent (1,037 
respondents) did not name a particular person but said that the person must be 
a@ good person who is honest, who will work for the common good, and who will 

work hard. Other responses were: Gen Prem Tinsulanon, 16.8 percent (419); Gen 
Athit Kamlangek, 14.6 percent (364); and Mr Phichai Rattakun, 9.3 percent 
(233). ML [royal title--FBIS] Khukrit Pramot, Mr Samak Sunthonwet, Maj Gen 
Chamlong Simuang, Air Chief Marshal Sitthi Sawetsila, and Gen Chawalit 

Yongchaiyut each received a small number of votes (see Table !). 

Taking the same data divided by election constituency and focusing only on the 

relative popularity of the various people, the order of popularity is: Gen 
Prem, Gen Athit, Mr Phichai, ML Khukrit, Mr Samak, and Air Chief Marshal 
Sitthi (see Table 2). 

From this it can be seen that Gen Prem came in first in constituencies 1, 2, 
5, 9, 10, 11, and 12. Gen Athit came in first in constitutiencies 3, 4, 7, and 

8. Mr Phichai came in first in constituency 6. 

Looking at these data by age group in order to compare the relative popularity 
of Gen Prem, Gen Athit, and Mr Phichai, in the 20-25 year-old age group, Gen 
Prem received 18.8 percent of the votes, Gen Athit received 15 percent, and Mr 
Phichai received 12.1 percent. Gen Prem and Mr Phichai were less popular among 

Older people. That is, in the 46-55 and 56 and older age groups, Gen Prem 
received 13.1 and 16.4 percent of the votes respectively. For the same two age 
groups, Mr Phichai received 8.2 and 4.7 percent respectively. Conversely, Gen 
Athit's popularity rose to 20.7 percent among those age 56 or above. One 
explanation as to why Gen Athit is popular among older people is that these 

people had political experiences in an age of resolute administration, such as 
during the administrations of Field Marshal Phibunsongkhram and Field Marshal 

Sarit Thanarat. They may have been impressed by the administrative styles of 
those past leaders who solved national problems in a resolute manavr. And so 

they prefer administrators who are solwiers. 

By occupational group, Gen Prem was most popular among four groups: private 

businessmen, 16.8 percent; housewives, 18.6 percent; laborers, 19.8 percent; 
and unemployed, 26.1 percent. Gen Athit was the favorite among three groups: 
soldiers and policemen, 25 percent; government and state enterprise officials, 
13.3 percent, which was similar to Gen Prem's 13.1 percent; and farmers, 33.3 

percent. Mr Phichai was most popular among students, receiving 18.9 percent of 
the votes as compared with 13.2 percent for Gen Prem and 12.6 percent for Gen 
Athit. This was the only group that preferred a politician to a soldier. 
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Another interesting point is that when looked at by level of education, the 
popularity of Gen Prem stayed level across all groups, with the percentages 

ranging from 14.4 to 17.3 percent. Mr Phichai received very few votes from 

those at the bottom end of the educational ladder. That is, he recieved 4.1 

percent of the votes of those with less than a primary school education and 

6.2 percent of the votes of those who had graduated from primary school. Among 
those with a bachelor's degree or higher, he received 13.4 percent of the 
votes. Gen Athit recieved 18.3 percent of the votes of those who had graduated 
from primary school. But among university graduates, his popularity fell 

sharply, with only 8.1 percent voting for him. 

This shows that education is an important variable and that it has a definite 
impact on people's political views. 

5. Besides using the data to compare the relative popularity of various 
individuals, if the data are lumped into three categories, that is, soldiers, 

which includes officers who have held important positions in the military and 

soldiers in general, politicians, which includes leaders of political parties, 
and those who did not name a particular individual, it can be seen that 45.1 
percent of the respondents did not name a particular individual when asked who 
Should be prime minister. Instead they said that the person should be a "good 
person." The military group, which includes Gen Prem, Gen Athit, Gen Chawalit, 
Maj Gen Chamlong, and other soldiers, received 34.5 percent of the votes. The 

politicians, which includes Mr Phichai, Mr Samak, ML Khukrit, Air Chief 
Marshal Sitthi, and leaders of parties with the most MPs, received 20.4 
percent of the votes. 

These data show that the people still attach more importance to military 

leaders than to politicians and that they accept military leaders more than 

politicians. 

6. The poll summary concluded by discussing some of the problems in conducting 

the research that could have biased the results. 

First, there were financial and time limitations. Even though an effort was 

made to obtain a representative sample of election units, there is no 
guarantee that the election units sampled really do provide an _ unbiased 
sample. 

Second, the sample was selected the day after the final day for filing for 
candidacy. The political parties and candidates had not yet launched their 
campaigns. The burning of the tantalum plant occurred after the survey was 
conducted. This disorder might have influenced the people's views toward the 

government. Besides this, it has been a month since the poll was conducted. 

The various things that have happened since then may have affected people's 
views. 

Third, even though the survey was planned carefully and the data were 
collected on Saturday and Sunday when people would be at home, people from 
certain occupational groups had to work on the weekend and so could not be 

interviewed. 



Table 1: People Suited To Serving as Prime Minister (N=2,497) 

Order Person Suited to Serving Percentage Number of Votes 

as Prime Minister 

1 Did not name individual 41.5 1,037 
2 Gen Prem Tinsulanon 16.8 419 
3 Gen Athit Kamlangek 14.6 364 
4 Mr Phichai Rattakun 9.3 233 

5 Leader of party with most MPs 7.0 175 
6 Did not name person, but 

not present prime minister 2.7 68 
7 ML Khukrit Pramot 1.8 yy 
8 Maj Gen Chamlong Simuang 1.8 44 
4 Mr Samak Sunthonwet 1.4 36 
10 ACM Sitthi Sawetsila 0.9 22 
11 Gen Chawalit Yongchaiyut 0.9 22 

12 Did not name person, but should 
be a resolute person 0.9 22 

13 Must be a soldier 0.4 11 

Total 100 2,497 

Table 2: People Suited To Serving as Prime Minister Divided by Constituency 

(N=1,118) 

Constituency Sample People Suited To Serving as Prime Minister (percent) 
size 

Prem Athit Khukrit Phichai Samak Sitthi 

1 200 16.0 13.5 1.0 6.5 1.5 0.5 
2 200 20.5 16.5 0.5 15.5 1.5 2.5 

3 200 14.0 18.5 0.5 12.5 1.5 2.0 

4 225 16.0 16.4 2.2 10.2 0.9 1.3 

5 225 20.4 19.6 4.0 11.1 1.3 1.3 
6 200 12.0 6.5 2.5 13.0 -- -- 

7 223 9.0 17.4 -- 4.0 4.0 1.3 

8 249 15.0 19.7 3.6 8.8 2.0 0.8 
9 175 21.7 4.6 1.7 9.1 2.3 -- 
10 174 22.4 16.7 1.1 6.3 1.1 0.6 

11 225 19.6 8.4 2.2 11.1 0.4 -- 

12 201 16.4 13.9 1.0 3.5 0.5 -- 
Total 2,497 16.8 14.6 1.8 9.3 1.4 0.9 
Total votes 419 364 yy 23 36 22 
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THAILAND 

BANK SCANDAL REPORTAGE, TAMCHAI INVOLVEMENT VIEWED 

Tamchai Loans Questioned 

Bangkok NAEO WA in Thai 9 Jul 86 pp 1, 16 

(Unattributed report: "Metropolitan Bank Says It Can Recover in 3 Years; Col 
Phon Wants Revenge Against Those Who Have Hurt Him; Tamchai Warns Police That 
He May Sue”) 

[Excerpts] At the Metropolitan Bank at 1700 hours on 8 July, Mr Pakon Malakun, 
the managing director, told depositors that they should not be frightened by 
the rumors that have appeared about the Metropolitan Bank, because the 
national bank is providing full support. The bank's losses appear in the 

balance sheet as 2,790.8 million baht. But after reducing funds by 1,296.75 
million baht to erase wuncollectables, only about 1,500 million baht in 

uncollectables remain. The bank can erase this loss 1) 3 years. 

The national bank has granted a 3.3 billion baht loan at 1 percent interest. 
The bank will use this money to purchase bonds paying 9.5 percent interest. 
This will generate income of 260-270 million baht a year. Another 2 billion 
baht loaned at an average rate of interest of 12.5 percent will earn another 
200 million baht a year. Tu,ether with the profits from other business 

activities, profits will total at least 500 million baht. Thus, the 1.5 
billion in losses can be erased in just 3 years. 

As for shareholders, Mr Pakon said that three to four people a day are making 

inquiries. Thus, it is believed that people are interested in investing money 
and buying shares in the Metropolitan Bank. The answer will be clear by 
11 July. 

Besides that, new board members have been appointed to replace the two who 

resigned. The two new appointees are Mr Sangwian Intharawichai, the dean of 
the Facultry of Commerce and Accounting, and Mr Wiwat Usanno, the director of 
the Accounting Department at the Bank of Thailand. 

Tamchai Has Come Forward Again 

Mr Bunthoeng Thongsawat, the leader of the United Democracy Party and the 
party activist, is preparing to make a statement in response to the reports 
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that Mr Tamchai Khamphato, the party's secretary general, will be arrested and 
that a summons will be issued to Col Phon Roengprasoetwit, the chief advisor 

to the party. He feels that this has damaged the party. This will be a written 
Statement to inform the prime minister and to warn him to be careful about 

taking action in view of the fact that this is just a caretaker government. 

Mr Tamchai said that he did not grant several billion baht in credit on his 

authority alone. There are regulations, and inspectors and auditors and 
officials from the Office of the Auditor General and Bank of Thailand monitor 

things. Extending credit to regular customers is quite normal. The bank 

profits from this. If he did something improper, why wasn't he told at that 
time? 

Mr Tamchai also said that he did not give loans to just three or four 
customers. These are conglcmerations, each of which comprises dozens of 
companies. The loans were made to individual companies, not conglomerations. 

Each borrower was a juristic entity and had the right to borrow money. They 

joined together to form conglomerations and so it seems that loans were made 
to just a few customers. These companies are still in business. A few may be 
experiencing problems because of the economic situation and the actions of 

government officials. To protect the position of a bank, you have to take 
action that will benefit the customers, too, and not do things that will cause 
them to suffer losses. 

Mr Tamchai filed suit against the under secretary of finance, but the court 
refused to hear the .ase. When asked whether he would file another suit, Mr 

Tamchai replied that he would have to consult with his lawyer. He said that he 
was not really intent on winning that case. He just wanted people to know that 

they shouldn't play games with politicians during this period. 

A reporter asked whether the letters written by Gen Prachuap Suntharangkun, 
the deputy prime minister, and Police Lt Chan Manutham, the minister attached 

to the Office of the Prime Minister, on behalf of Col Phon had had any effect 
on the decision to grant him a loan. Mr Tamchai said that those were personal 

letters. That happened a long time ago. It's difficult to say whether they had 

any effect. But if a person wants to borrow money, having many references is 
better than not having any. 

Mr Tamchai said that he will not surrender just yet. He is waiting to see what 
the police will do. He does not think that the police will be too hasty, 

because they might be sued. 

Tamchai-Phon Dealings 

Bangkok NAEO NA in Thai 9 Jul 86 pp 8, 9 

[Pulse of the Economy column: "What Was Tamchai's Mistake in Granting a Loan 
to Phon?"] 

[Text] The board of directors of the Krung Thai Bank are taking action against 
Mr Tamchai Khamphato, the bank's former managing director who served in that 
position for approximately 10 years until leaving last February, on grounds 
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that his actions while managing director resulted in huge losses for the banx. 
Last Monday, a lawyer was sent to file criminal charges with the Suppression 
Division, Police Department. But the only charge filed was that he had granted 

loans to two major groups, that is, the group of Col Phon and the group of Mr 
Sura Chansichawala. The causes and the losses were stated quite clearly. Other 
charges will be filed later on. 

In the case of Col Phon, who operates a canned pineapple company, the bank's 
board of directors made the following detailed charges: 

The group of Special Col Phon Roengprasoetwit is composed of two debtor 
companies: 

1. The Cha-am Pineapple Cannery Ltd. 

2. The Cha-am Farm Company Ltd. 

During the period that Mr Tamchai Khamphato held the position of managing 
director of the Krung Thai Bank, he committed several violations. 
Specifically, while serving as managing director, Mr Tamchai, who acted 
without authority and/or who acted dishonestly with the intention of 
benefiting the bank's customers, extended credit to these two companies in 
violation of the regulations of the board of directors or in violation of 
commercial bank operating procedures, which people in this field or profession 
must follow. This was an illegal action that resulted in the Krung Thai Bank 

suffering heavy losses, or it was an act of gross negligence. 

Resolution 198 of the board of directors of the Krung Thai Bank issued on 

18 May 1978 stipulates that the managing director has the authority to approve 
loans in amounts not to exceed 15 million baht. As for packing credits 

(credits for exporting items) in the case of the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery, 
board of directors Resolution 309 of 4 July 1985 granted Mr Tamchai the power 
to approve credits in amounts not to exceed 380 million baht. Mr Tamchai was 

fully aware of this board of directors resolution. But he intentionally used 
his position to approve credits in violation of this resolution and in 
violation of commercial bank operating procedures. 

As determined by audits, Mr Tamchai extended credit illegally on eight 
separate occasions: 

1. On 18 July 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting credit to the 
Cha-am Pineapple Cannery, granting packing credit (credit for exports) 
totaling 116.2 million baht. When this is added to the previous packing credit 
of approximately 322 million baht (322,738,013.23 baht), the total comes to 
approximately 438.93 million baht. 

2. On 19 August 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting packing credit 
totaling 3.55 million baht to the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery. At that time, the 
company had outstanding packing credits totaling approximately 419 million 
baht. Thus, altogether, the packing credit extended to the company totaled 
approximately 422.55 million baht. 
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3. Om 22 August 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting packing credit 
totaling approxiaately $2,730,000, which equals 70,980,000 baht ($1 equals 
approximately 26 baht), to the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery. When added to the 

outstanding packing credit of approximately 422 million baht (422, 307,413.23 
baht), the packing credit extended to the company totaled appro: uately 493.28 
million baht. 

Following that, the company requested packing credits from the $3.9 million 
that Mr Tamchai had approved. Requests were made on separate occasions 4s 
follows: 

(1) On 28 August 1985, Mr Tamchai approved a packing credit of 10.8 amillion 
baht. 

(2) On 17 September 1985, he approved a packing credit of approximately 13.66 
million baht. 

(3) On 3 October 1985, he approved a packing credit of approximately 33.79 
million baht. 

(4) On 12 September 1985, he approved a packing credit of -3.77 million baht. 

Besides that, he approved these credits even though the credits were to be 
used for purposes other than those approved by the regulations for extending 
packing credits. That is, the credits were to be used to pay off the principal 
and interest on foreign loans, pay foreign loan taxes, and pay the expenses of 

the Cha-am Farm Company. 

4. On 20 November 1935, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting packing credit 
totaling 6.65 million baht to the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery. When added to the 
outstanding packing credit of 484 million baht, this made atotal of 490 

million baht. 

This packing credit was requested for the purpose of paying off foreign loans. 

Thus, extending this credit violated the regulations on granting packing 
credits. 

5. On 6 December 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting packing credit 
totaling 27.3 million baht to the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery. When added to the 
outstanding packing credit of more than 488 million baht, this made a total of 
over 500 million baht. Mr Tamchai approved this even though the manager of the 
International Department warned that the company already had a very large 
packing credit debt. 

6. On 26 December 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting packing credit 
totaling 75.4 million baht to the Cha-am Pineapple Cannery. At that time, the 
company had outstanding packing credits of approximately 503.14 million baht, 
of which 313 million baht was due to be repaid. Thus, as of 31 December 1955, 
the company had outstanding packing credits totaling approximately 577.4 
million baht. 



Besides this, the packing credit was requested for the purpose of paying off 

loan principal and interest. Thus, extending this credit violated the 
regulations on granting packing credits. 

7. On 28 November 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting a loan of 100 
@illion baht to the Cha-am Farm Company. The company was allowed to borrow the 
money by issuing five promissary notes, with each promissary note issued in 
the amount of 20 million baht. The notes were due in 1 year, with the option 
to extend the term each year during the first 3 years. 

8. On 31 July 1985, Mr Tamchai illegally approved granting a loan of 180 
million baht to the Cha-am Farm Company. Arrangements were made to extend the 
terms of the promissary notes then due another 1 year. This action allowed the 
company to borrow money from the Krung Thai Bank for another 1 year. This was 

done using promissary notes as proof of debt. 

These actions by Mr Tamchai resulted in the bank suffering losses. The 

customer did not repay the loans due, and yet he granted them additional 
loans or granted them additional time to repay the loans. He did this mowing 
that the customer could not repay the loans, or he did not pursue the matter 
of having them repay the loans. Also, the collateral did not cover the amount 

of the loans. As aresult, the bank suffered losses totaling at least 757 
Billion baht. Thus, his actions violated Article 11 of the 1959 Act on 
Violations by Officials in State Organizations or Units and articles 353 and 
354 of the Criminal Code. 

The Krung Thai Bank learned of the violations committed by Mr Tamchai on 
6 June 1986. 

Packing credit, or credit for exports, refers to loans granted to exporters 

for the purpose of purchasing goods and making preparating to export the 

goods. This is done after the exporter has received letters of credit from the 
foreign buyer and the exporter wants to borrow money from the bank in order to 

ready goods for export. The exporter can take the letters of credit to the 

bank as proof and issue a promissary note to the bank. The bank will then 
credit that amount of money to the account of the exporter. The bank will 
charge a lower rate of interest than the rate for loans in general. The bank 
can sell the promissary notes purchased at discount to the Bank of Thailand. 

After the goods have been exported, the exporter must give the bill of 
exchange and shipping document to the bank in order to have the bank buy that 

bill at discount and use the money to repay the packing credit debt. If only 
some of the goods are exported, that portion of the debt must be deducted. 

In granting loans of the packing credit type, the regulations are the same as 
for extending other types of credit. That is, the borrower must have a good 

financial position, and business must be good. The bank will stipulate the 
maximum amount of packing credit that can be extended. For example, the amount 
cannot exceed 80 percent of the amount shown in the letter of credit, and the 
loan time period cannot extend beyond the time stiulated in the letter of 

credit. 
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Police: Evidence on Tamchai Insufficient 

Bangkok NAEO WA in Thai 13 Jul 86 pp 1, 16 

([Unattributed report: "Suppression Division Encounters Problems in Tamchai 
Case, Krung Thai Bank Fails To Provide Sufficient Evidence") 

(Text] "I contacted the bank and asked them to provide additional evidence. 
Because the documents provided by the Legal Department are insufficient. But 
so far, they haven't provided any additional documents. Thus, we haven't 

questioned any witnesses. We want to gather as much evidence as possible,” 

said Police Col Sanga Rungruang, the deputy commander of the Suppression 
Division and the head of the investigation team, concerning the charges filed 

by the Krung Thai Bank against Mr Tamchai Khamphato, the secretary general of 
the United Democracy Party and former managing director of the Krung Thai 
Bank, and Mr Worun Kanchanakunchon, a credit department official. The bank 

charges that they violated the Act on Violations by Officials in State 
Organizations and Units. He made this statement to NABO WA on 11 July. 

The deputy commander of the Suppression Division said that before questioning 
witnesses, documents must be examined in order to determine whom to question 
and to have complete files. After that, permission to question Mr Tamchai wil)! 

be requested. 

"This is a criminal case. It is not a political matter. When someone files a 

charge, the police have to handle the matter in accord with the law. The 
police must act in accord with the facts and handle the matter honestly and 
fairly. I can assure you that the police will do their best. We won't let 

politics interfere," said the head of the team investigating this case. 

When asked if he was discouraged, Police Col Sanga said, "No, because this is 
my job." He investigated the trust case 3 years ago. He doesn't see any 

problems. Police Maj Gen Bunchu Wankanon, the commander of the Suppression 
Division, has ordered officials to take quick action on this case. 

Editorial Criticizes Finance Ministry 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 12 Jul 86 p 4 

[Editorial: “Allowing People To Welsh on Their Debts") 

[Excerpts] It became clear that people in the cabinet had launched an 
operation to gain political revenge when Krung Thai Bank officials took 

documents and filed a complaint with the Suppression Division, claiming that 
the bank had suffered huge losses as a result of the management of Mr Tamchai 
Khamphato, the former managing director of the Krung Thai Bank. This complaint 
has been filed at a time when Mr Tamchai is running for election in Uthai 
Thani Province. There is only about 2 weeks left before the election. This is 
definitely an attempt to damage the election chances of this candidate. 



As for the charges filed against Mr Tamchai Khamphato, it is thought that the 
Suppression Division will conduct an investigation and take action against the 

suspect before the election. Because if the case is delayed until after the 
election, this won't have the desired political effect. Fair-minded people 

view this as a case of political persecution by powerholders rather than an 

attempt to uphold the interests of the bank. This is because this happened 
several years ago. The bank never investigated the matter and never took any 
action to file charges against the former managing director until the suspect 
decided to run for election. 

What is very strange is why the Ministry of Finance, or the government, 
failed to take action against a criminal such as Mr Khasron Techaphaibun, the 
managing director of the Metropolitan Bank. As a result of his actions, the 
bank suffered losses totaling 2.7 billion baht, and it still has debts 
totaling 2 billion baht. He was allowed to flee abroad. His activities had 
been under investigation for several years and it was known that he was 

involved in corrupt activities. And these activities were conducted on such a 

scale that the Ministry of Finance had to rescue this bank by using people's 
money to keep the bank from collapsing. This shows the government's 
inefficiency. Or it may even have helped this criminal to flee. Administrators 

at all levels should iook and see what mistakes they have made. 

Editorial Sees Central Bank Failure 

Bangkok MATICHON in Thai 17 Jul 86 p 6 

{Editorial: "The National Bank and Bankers") 

[Text] Mrs Praphaphim Sakuntaphai, the chief of the Office of the Secretary, 
Bank of Thailand, stated that the Bank of Thailand (BoT) has monitored the 
problems of the Metropolitan Bank very closely ever since the bank reported 

losses. But the fact that the person responsible for the losses, that is, Mr 
Khamron Techaphaibun, managed to flee abroad even though the Bank of Thailand 
was supposedly monitoring his activities shows whether BoT officials acted in 

an efficient manner in accord with their position as officials of the national 
bank. 

Actually, this contempt for the capabilities of the Bank of Thailand did not 
arise just because of the case involving Mr Khamron Techaphaibun at the 
Metropolitan Bank. This started with the share fund cases involving Mrs Chamoi 

Thipso, Mrs Nokkaeo Chaiyen, and Mr Ekkayut Anchanbut. And in particular, Mr 
Wanlop Thanwinitchakun was allowed to plunder the Asia Trust Bank. Although 
the Bank of Thailand finally took control of this bank, the criminal, Mr 
Wanlop, was allowed to escape the hand of the law even though he had embezzled 
huge sums of money. 

This shows something else besides negligence in monitoring things and taking 
prompt action against an economic criminal. What is even more important is 

that this privileged person was allowed to violate the laws without being 

arrested and punished. That is, he was allowed to make a mockery of the 

principle that all people are equal before the law, which is a principle that 
should be adhered to strictly. This shows that the laws apply only to ordinary 
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people. But when people who have firincial and political influence are 
involved, “certain people” responsible for upholding the laws intentionally 
ingore the matter. 

As the entity responsible for upholding the laws and ensuring that financial 
activities are carried on correctly for the benefit of the country and the 
people as a whole, it is difficult for the Bank of Thailand to avold taking 
responsibility for the things that have happened regardless of whether it is 
the case involving Mr Wanlop Thanwanitchakun or that involving Mr Khatron 
Techaphaibun. Or perhaps the governor of the Bank of Thailand does not think 

that he is the only one responsible. And it will be even stranger if the 
head of the government, regardless of the fact that he is just the acting 
prime sinister, does not show at least some interest in this matter and call 
in the governor of the Bank of Thailand and the minister of finance to find 
out what is happening. 

Even though the country's present economic decline stems in part from the 
world economic situation, it is difficult to deny that the precarious position 

of our domestic financial institutions stems in part from the failure of 
officials to enforce the laws. In particular, this is due in large measure to 
the attitudes and policies of the Bank of Thailand under the supervision of Mr 
Kamchon Sathirakun. 

11943 
CSO: 4207/292 
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THAILAND 

REEDUCATION SET FOR UNIVERSITY RETURNEE VICTIMS OF 1976 COUP 

Bangkok BAN MUANG in Thai 7 Jun 86 pp 1, 16 

[Article: "Students of 6 October to Return to Study") 

[Text] Professor Nongyao Chaiseri, the president of Thammasat University, 
announced that under the policy of the Bureau of Universities which requires 
every University and institute of higher education of the state to extend 
the period for accepting students who have to recover from the circumstances 

following the events of 6 October 1976, these students would have until the 
end of the 1986 school year to return and study. This would not include those 
who failed exams, were expelled for disciplinary reasons or were dropped 
because their studies did not meet University standards. 

The president of Thammasat University said that under this policy Thammasat 
University requested those students who were recovering from the 
circumstances of the 1976-1977 school year because they did not register for 
courses, if they intended t» request to return to the University, to express 
their intention at the registration office of the University before the start 
of the regular semester. The first semester starts on 9 June 1986 and the 

second semester starts on 10 November 1986. 

Regarding the first stage in requesting readmission Professor Nongyao said 
that if a student meets the requirements mentioned and is going to request 

readmission as a student he will have to undergo a program of reeducation 
in each case. Before starting their studies these students will have to 

pass tests on subjects and methods which the appropriate faculty will 
consider in order to judge the level of knowledge on which the student will 
continue his studies. The University will ease requirements and not charge 

these students any fees for returning to study. 

8149/12951 
CSO: 4207/275 
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THAILAND 

MONG BANDITS SUSPECTED IN PAYROLL ROBBERY ATTEMPT 

Bangkok DAO SIAM in Thai 26 Jun 86 pp 1, 15 

[Excerpt] On 25 June a reporter for "Dao Siam" stationed in Loei Province 

reported that at 800 hours Police Major Thamrong Chuphan S.W.P. S.Ph. of 
Pakcham District, Loei Province received word that a vehicle of the refugee 

center at Pakchom, an organization called Core, had been held up. The 
incident occurred at kilometer marker 59-60 on the road from Pakchom to Ban 
lnatu Village. When the report came the police rushed to the scene. When 
they arrived, they learned that the vehicle involved was parked at Ban 
Bangsaeng Village, Pakchom Precinct, which was 2 kilometers from the location 
of the incident. The police proceded to this village and found a van license 
number 6Y0700 K.TH.M. Its rear window had been shattered by gunshots. 

The investigation by the police indicated that the person driving the vehicle 
was Mr Thawin Wnangrat, 43. Three of the vehicle's tires had been shot out, and 

one person had been shot and killed-Mr Sudarat Udomkan, 28, an official of the 
refugee center. Mr Suphot Tanthong was seriously wounded; he was a vocational 
education teacher at the refugee center. The police investigation at the 
site of the incident turned up six empty M-16 casings and two empty carbine 
casings. The police also found three rice packages from which the bandits 

had eaten. 

Mr Thawin said that he thought the bandits intended to rob the vehicle carrying 
the payroll for the officials at the core refugee because on this day every 
month this vehicle goes to get the payroll for the officials. But on the day 

of the incident the officials used another vehicle which looked the same and 
was the same color and year. It was driving behind |his vehicle]. When [his] 
vehicle came to the scene, a bandit came out and waved for the vehicle to 
stop. Another bandit ran acress the road to the other side which seemed in 

contradiction to the person waving for the vehicle to stop so that he could 
be picked up. So Mr Thawin decided to speed up and get away from the bandits 
who then shot out the tires and hit the officials. He nursed the vehicle 
along for about 2 km from the scene. He thought the bandits were Mong because 
there are Mong at the refugee center and among the workers at the Core 
organizations who might have been informants for the bandits. 

8149/1295] 

CSO: 4207/275 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT VIETNAM 

HO CHI MINH CITY READERS PROVIDE IDEAS ON PARTY MATTERS 

lio Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG in Vietnamese 7 May 86 pp 1,4 

[Series of letters in the column "Contibute Ideas to the Party 
Congress") 

[Text ] Unhealthy Siqns in Party Development at the Grass-Roots 
Level Do Xoay, Phu Nhuan 

It could be said that the party is the pulse, the backbone, the 
heart, the mind, the very cell of society. Given that party or- 
ganizations are so important and essential, development of party 
members must have certain standards, e.g., capabilities, moral 

virtues, and indisputabie personal history. If party building and 
development of party members in the exact quality stipulated are 
done well in each installation, fighting strength for the party 
will be strengthened te serve as the nucleus for leading the peo- 
ple to complete the two strategic tasks -- building and defending 
the fatherland. 

We grant that during the past 10 years the municipal party com- 
mittee has been concerned about party development, and has had 
specific, clear-cut guidance and instructions. But also during 
the period there have been not few primary organizations that 
have been developing the party based not on any standard whatse- 
ever but rather on simply looking at candidates who are appeal- 
ing, seldom talk, are compliant, are good-natured, are popular 
with a number of party members in the party cell, do what they 
are told and, in particular, avoid struggling against wrongs; 
thus, the candidates are very easily admitted into the party. 
Or they are admitted in order to form gangs to strengthen some- 
one's position. Other candidates such as progressive workers, 
superior group members, skilled women, and core cadre who dare to 
struqgle against and boldly criticize wrongs, negativism, back- 
wardness, conservatism, and slowness usually are labeled as con- 
ceited and stuck up, as causing disunity, and have enough rea- 
sons raised for intentionally delaying party development. At the 
primary level there also are a number of party members’ with 
narrow, selfish minds who are afraid that a number of people com- 
petent to join the party will be better than they, even though 
these comrades recognize from the bottom of their heart that per- 
son A or B has better qualities and morality than they and have 
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sufficient standards for party development! More ominous are a 

number of party members who immediately seek every available 

means to assail the masses upon learning the masses do not trust 

them because they are immoral. This phrase is indeed correct: 
"When loving the water chestnut all's okay, when hating the soap- 
berry all's askew!!!" This is the unhealthy sign at the primary 

level of the party. 

The municipal party committee should have more profound guidance 
for both precinct and district party committees to conduct in- 
spections of each primary organization and provide instructions 
for developing party members without candidates who dare to think 
and act, who dare to take responsibility, who boldly struggle to 
make the party internally clean, and who combat negativism. Only 
by so doing can the party become more and more vigorous. Reality 

presently is that not a small number of party members at the pri- 

mary level see but do not struggle against mistakes for fear of 
being assailed or desire to save face or mutually cover up, or 

for some benefit!? This is the reason for the decline in the 
party's comhat strength, the loss of its prestige, and the ero- 
Sion of the masses’ confidence in the party! There are a number 
of bad party members who also are a joke to the masses who see 
cadres in the economic sector who have a lot of money and goods, 
who go wherever invited, listen to what is said without distin- 
guishing right from wrong or purposely do not know right from 
wrong and, from that, slowly regress. The phrase is indeed 
correct: “The shoulder clutches the purse tightly; talking non- 

sense, the person hears noise.” 

We suggest through the party congress at various levels this time 

that the municipal party committee have specific, clear-cut; un- 
ambiguous directives regarding all levels of the party organiza- 
tion having to truly carry out party development effcrts well 
and, at the same time, expel from the party elements that are de- 
generate, changing the quality, causing serious disunity, and 
parochial, and that do not have revolutionary-offensive will. 
Only by so doing will it truly be a “party trusts the people, 
people trust the party” congress as the secretary of the munici- 
pal party committee stated. 

Not Afraid of the People Becoming Prosperous, There Must Be Good 
Measures and Specific Statutes for the People to Make a Living 
and Produce Easily Dao Hen, Precinct 10 

The municipal party committee states that the party congress this 
time is the “party trusts the people, people trust the party” 
congress. For the party to trust the people it must be close to 
the people, thoroughly understand their anxieties and aspira- 
tions, attentively listen to their opinicns and immediately im- 
plement their constructive opinions, and immediately deal with 
their anxieties and aspirations. Sure it hears and understands 

this yet it seems the party does not trust the people. 
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As for wanting “people trust the party," I wish to be so bold as 
to contribute the following views: 

1) Essentially, the people do trust the party very much and have 
Since its inception, but they have lost trust because a number of 
economic management and state management measures have not 
brought high result and have not improved the difficult life of 
the working people. Added to this are many cadres and party menm- 
bers who enjoy many special rights and benefits to the point that 
they have changed and become degenerate, take advantage of state 
mechanisms, take advantage of their authority to serve their own 
private interests, and corruption, bribery, bureaucratism and au- 
thoritarianism intimidate the people more and more. So, the par- 
ty must discipline those cadres and party members’ immediately 

and, importantly, publicly announce it to the people. 

2) “Only with prosperous people is the country strong.” We must 

eliminate fear of the people becoming prosperous, even though it 
is done legitimately. Restricting and limiting the people from 
making a living and producing is something that is very harmful. 
The state must soon have the best measures and specific, clear- 
cut statutes to help the people to make a living and _ produce 
easily and have an improved life. Certainly the people will then 
more positively and enthusiastically contribute to the 
revolutionary cause. 

3) Cleanse the party organization and administration at the sub 
ward and village level because this is where the face of our par- 
ty and state is evident. Routinely keep in touch with the peo- 
ple, the place where every position, line and policy of the Party 
is carried out. We must eliminate without further hesitation 

cadres from subwards and villages who have lost moral virtues and 

who cause the people tvo much trouble. 

4) Hospitals lack medicine, rooms and beds, schools are dilapi- 
dated and lack the material base, many on three shifts, while 

innumerable shops, marketplaces, and other really unessential 
projects are built. We must build additional classrooms and re- 
pair dilapidated schools, build additional rooms and purchase 
more beds so patients don't have to be squeezed two to a bed, 
Lhree to five beds a room. 

5) Criticism must be straightforward and self-criticism must be 

truthful, in a sincere and constructive spirit. Do party members 
do that? If you don’t try to ask the people who would dare crit- 
icize a party member? Especially a party member who has authori- 
ty. So, if you want the people to contribute in an honest and 

positive way, each party member must engage in self-criticism and 
criticism in an honest, straightforward and open manner so the 
people know about negative acts and party members which the 
people very clearly understand but for so long have not dared to 
talk about for fear of attack. 
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A Welcome Signal; There Needs to Be an Opposite Signal 

Professor Phan Bach Nhut, Principal of the Southern Meteorologi- 
cal Cadre School 

Since the Contribute Ideas to the Party Congress column began in 
this newspaper there have continuously been many ideas from many 

involved circles. I think that this is a welcome signal. I too 
feel prompted from the very bottom of my heart to share an opin- 
ion, albeit somewhat small. I am very pleased because everyone 
wants to present ideas on building the party and are not closing 
their eyes in the face of the party's requirements. This is the 
attitude of “people trust the party.” This trust has. been 
strengthened more firmly or does not need to have the opposite 
direction. For a long time this opposite signal has not properly 
responded to the many opinions contributed by the people and 

cadres. 

I earnestly recommend that this venerable newspaper compile and 

categorize the opinions contributed to this column and present 
them to higher echelons for resolution, guidance, observation, 
and response to each type of question as to which is right and 
which is wrong. When already right, how can there be some mea- 
Sure for organizing implementation of the right thing and stern 
punishment of the wrong thing? I think that if these contributed 
opinions continue to run in each issue of the newspaper and are 
kept over the course of time for research by one congress after 
another, the people's desire to contribute ideas to the party 

will cool. Can't we, when fully evaluating where the wrong is, 
by whom it was committed, and at which address, sternly criti- 

cize and immediately take corrective action without having to 
wait on this level congress and that level congress? Because 
congresses fcllow set schedules yet wrongs should be corrected 
immediately. 

Take, for example, the distribution of goods within a sector. Is 
the unit which manages the goods wrong or right? If wrong, why 
does it still continue the next day? At which point does it end? 

Some leadership cadres have allowed lower levels to use foreign 
currency to buy luxury consumer goods and distribute them among 
themselves for profit. They also have been issued a first class 
touring car to use. Is that wrong or right? If wrong, then why 
is the vehicle still rolling around the streets with those com- 
rades and not being used at more essential diplomatic facilities 
or at travel businesses in order to collect foreign currency to 
make up for the wrong of giving out the foreign currency for the 

purchases. 

As for the use of intellectuals in the city, I suggest the muni- 

cipal science and technology committee undertake a staff study 

for the municipal party committee to determine the number and 
quality of each person holding a masters degree or higher who is 
now operating in the city (I would not extend this to engineers 
because there are too many, it would be slow, and engineers with 
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a capability should also be listed in the above ranks). Categor 

ize each group by specialized sector and assign the task of 

Carrying out scientific research topics the city requires. In- 
tercede with central sectors to reserve an appropriate portion of 
time for the intellectuals managed by central organizations 
get involved in handling the city’s scientific and technical 
problems. The city uses the source of expenditures for scientif- 
ic research to nurture grey matter on its territory through or- 
ganizing implementation of topics. Don't let grey matter disap 

pear, be put down, or chase after other simple labor operations 

because of the present difficult life. 

I have many friends who graduated with masters degrees more than 
10 years ago, and they have yet to read a work by an author froin 

their specialized sector and have not bought a book by an author 
along the lines they are interested. Many nights they must do 
extra menial work to take care of their family. I think that 
there should be measures and organization to give grey matter 
back some complicated labor. When leaders have responsibility 

and feel sorry about grey matter resources, surely there will be 
measures to overcome. We now have foreign currency to import 

luxury goods to benefit a number of people but lack foreign curr 
ency to buy equipment for laboratories and foreign books for li 
braries. Right in research cooperative proposals with interna 
tional organizations there also are “items” reguesting touring 

cars and coupes in aid to support “scientific research." 

6915 
CSO: 4209/623 
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JPRS-SEA-86- 146 
22 August 1986 

PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERM MENT VIETNAM 

NEWSPAPER DENIES CRITICISM RESTRAINTS 

Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG in Vietnamese 8 Jun 86 p 4 

[Article by Ben Nehe: “Open Criticism in the Newspaper, Green Light or Red 
Light?” 

[Text] Knowing that we are among a number of the correspondents assigned the 
responsibility of reflecting the phase of the “people believing in the party 
and the party believing in the people” self-criticism and criticism, many con- 
patriots and readers have come right into the editor's orfice or have written 
letters: “Is it true what we hear that the Municipal Party Committee has turned 
off the green light and turned on the red light? Will the press continue to 
participate in unhampered criticism and struggle to resist negativism?” Many 
have also asked, "We have heard that the editorial boards of SAIGON GIAI PHONG 
and TUOI TRE have been reprimanded for unilaterally presenting negative occur- 
rences in the paper without requesting the opinions or waiting for the conclus- 
ions of this or that echelon? It has also been said that many locations have 
not invited the press to attend their criticism sessions and when they inquire 
or request to attend, they are refused. Is this true?” 

We presented these questions to the editorial board and have received the fol- 

lowing replies: 

1. First of all, the reply to the compatriots and readers is that the edi- 
torial board of SAIGON GIAI PHONG and all the cadres and correspondents are 
thankful and grateful for the concern and support of the compatriots, comrades 
and readers of the paper. There has been absolutely no turning off the green 
light and turning on the red. The Municipal Party Committee continues to di- 
rect the press to actively participate in unhampered criticism and resistance 

to negativism. Weekly, key leaders of t’:e Municipal Party Committee set aside 
an entire half day to meet with representatives of the editorial boards of the 
various newspapers and radio stations to exchange opinions and to direct better 
efforts in this important work. There has also been absolutely no reprimand of 

the general editorial board or the editorial board of any newspaper in the 
city. The press--as you all know--is an instrument of the party and the pro- 
ple. Under the leadership of the party and with the support of the people, the 

press has a responsibility to actively develop and publish not only the rood 
things and good people but also to investigate, discover and select for publi- 
cation the bad things, bad people, shortcomings and negative aspects. The 
press is a means of control of the party and the people, not something that 

passively sits and waits. 
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Our party and state have had documents stipulating the powers and responsibili- 

ties of the press. If it is true that a reprimand has been made, it has been 
that the press for some reason or another has stopped abruptly and has not 
continued to participate in criticism and the struggle to resist negativisn. 

2. It is true that only a very few places have announced the time and location 

or invited the newspaper to come and participaté in criticism; almost none of 
them issued an invitation. Nevertheless, to fulfill the responsibilities as- 
sizned by the Municipal Party Committee, the paper has had to make inquiries to 
find out which locations were conducting criticism; correspondents were sent to 
request attendance and some few locations refused. There were also agencies, 

sectors and leaders that instructed lower echelons to have no contact with the 
newspaper without the permission of the precinct or sector leader. In our 
opinion, this was not a great loss to the newspaper but was for *he overall 
task. We also noticed that those locations seeking ways to create difficulties 
for the press were usually also those with difficulties and obstacles in their 
criticism and self-criticism work. 

3. With the firm supervision of the Municipal Party Committee, the newspaper 
will strive to fulfill its mission to both affirm and uphold the achievenents, 
strong points and positive factors, and to actively participate in criticism 
and the struggle against negativism. It is suggested that the compatriots and 
readers continue to contribute their opinions to the “Contributing Ovinions to 
the Party Congress” column and to the newspaper. The “people believing in the 

party and the party believing in the people” self-criticism and criticism phase 
in our city is illuminating. The obstacles, shadows, rumors, ‘hreats and in- 
timidations will surely be dispelled by the light of facts and the truth. 

77300 
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JPRS-SEA-86- 146 
22 August 1986 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE, AND FINANCE VIETNAM 

ENTERPRISE DIRECTOR CRITICIZES CONTROL BY UPPER LEVEL 

Ho Chi Minh City SAIGON GIAI PHONG in Vietnamese 7 May 86 pp 1,4 

{Article by Nguyen Huu Tien, Zone 3 Agricultural Equipment, Parts 
and Machinery Enterprise: "Closely Tie Implementaticn of the 
Political Bureau's Resolution on Changing the Management Mecha 

nism With Criticism and Self-Criticism. Rapidly Abolish the 
Pureaucratic Centralism Mechanism Along With Its Representa- 
tives.”] 

(Text ] The Political Bureau recently issued the _ resolution 

(draft) on ensuring the right of independence in the production 
and business of primary level economic units. Satisfactory im- 
plementation of this important resclution will surely create big 
changes in the country's economy. 

However, in our own experience, directors of enterprises have 

many advantages for accepting the above resolution, moreso than 

upper level units and “intermediary levels.” For our unit this 
is the general department level. 

For many years, there has been the proposition that the equipment 
and material of the agricultural machinery sector generally is 
not produced domestically, most of it having to be imported from 
abroad, ina very difficult foreign currency situation. So, here 

has formed a high degree of centralism, without saying bureaucra 
tic centralism, from submitting invoices, signing import con 
tracts, and distributing to provinces, especially from the top 
down. The equipment and parts enterprises in the three zones, 
which are actually three large clusters of warehouses, and the 
directors of the enterprises, which are simply the chiefs of the 
general department's warehouses, receive goods and distribute 
them according to orders from the general department. There are 

a great many cases in which the localities simply request chang- 
iny a pair of tires of one type for a different type, and that 
too must be reported all the way back to Hanoi for permission. 

For several years recently, the state has requested changes to 

planning. Plans must be developed from the primary level. b6ut in 
reality the situation here is not better because the primary lev 
el of this sector is just the directly subordinate enterprises 
(producing or supplying equipment and parts) yet principal are 
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tractor stations, state farms and cooperatives. Yet grasping the 

number and requirements of production, as well as the machinery 

status in the localities, is concentrated at central, unavailable 
and not timely. Many contracts are signed between instailations 
and the Equipment and Parts Enterprise, but they are only a 
formality because implementation of these contracts really has 
no guarantee whatsvever and is not dependent on the effort of the 
enterprise but mostly on the supply and shipment from the general 
department level. Whether the contract is not fulfilled or not 
fulfilled adequately will not result ina lawsuit. 

Consequently, for many years now enterprises in the sector have 
annualy completed or surpassed the plan, but the percentage of 
mechanization in the soil-preparation program throughout the en- 
tire country has dropped gradually from 27 percent of the culti- 
vable area to oniy 21 percent (data published in the NHAN DAN 
newspaper, 28 April 1986). 

Bureaucratic centralism has enabled organizations guiding the 

sector to fall into much administrative work and lose a lot of 
time interfering deeply in the behavior of enterprises, thus 
abandoning or relaxing control of many of the most important 
parts of work of a strategic nature for the sector. An example: 

The proposition that scarce parts should be conserved has given 
rise to the “service and repair” form of organizational associa- 
tion in the localities. This does not mention the essence of 
these services in satisfying the usual requirements that are 
raised such as: conserving parts, lowering costs, ensuring qual- 
ity, and waste due to not using the existing repair facilities of 
the locality but rather having to move many workmen in from very 
far away, etc. This is a series of fairly subtle problems which 

many localities in the South and many cadres in the sector still 
hold many opinions -- abuse of the term “service” has led to the 
general department level getting involved and directly providing 
guidance, and earning pay for “service.” Meanwhile, the source 
of parts, expecially parts self-produced domestically, a matter 
strategic and vital in nature, has for many years not been paid 
attention to and closely followed from beginning to end by the 
level guiding the sector. 

Another of the sector's series of huge tasks fur scores of years 
now is the trend toward decline, such as the management and tech 
nical care of machinery in state farms and tractor stations, the 

expansion of mechanization to specialized production sectors, 
etc., which have indeed been forgotten. 

Enterprises annually completing the plan naturally is the very 
large effort of the director and the worker collective; however, 

it is not really difficult when the basis for assigning the plan 
is not earnest demands from agricultural production units but 
merely tnorms and numbers coming from an organization which as- 
Signs the plan and which is simultaneously the person that ap- 
proves the plan. But surely the directors of enterprises are not 
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Simply satisfied with completing a series cf numerical norms 

assigned by an upper level and ensuring wages for their workers. 
Instead, many comrades are also worried and annoyed about these 
results and why the provinces still have many worries, operating 
machinery deciines more and more each day, and the percentage of 
soll preparation in the localities is dropping more and more. 

More than anyone else, the directors of enterprises know that the 

reason for the existence of their enterprise is certainly not 
merely whether the salaries of the workers have increased or not 
or whether the enterprise has been commended or not. Rather it 
primarily must be the effect of the enterprise's service on agri- 
cultural production. 

On the other hand, we should also look at the other side of the 

matter: could it be that the bureaucratic centralism and subsidy 
mechanism not only detracted from the dynamics of the instaila- 
tion but alse was one of the reasons (if you do not want to say 
the most important reason) creating the special rights and 
special benefits class of cadres, releasing cadres in the inter- 
mediary level? Completion of the enterprise's plan is seldom de- 
pendent on the «effect of its production service but is dependent 
a great deal on the upper level organization's “creating conci- 
tions” such as delivering more and better material, even ignoring 
mistakes, or “helping” process numbers before going tc the coun- 
cil to review completion of the plan. For several years now in 
the sector there has been substantial “whispering” about several 
factories and, despite much public opinion from instaliations 
that work is not done well, still workers exceed plan norms and 

are highly commended. Conversely, there are enterprises which do 
really goed work, and cadres and workers excel and complete norms 
in a meritorious manner. Yet shops are delapidated and, for 
three straight years, they have not been issued a kilogram of 
steel or a kilogram of cement. Do you suppose this situation is 
primarily dependent on “being reasonable,” the manner of “treat- 
ment,” the conduct of the lower level enterprise vis-a-vis the 

upper level? 

Abolishing the bureaucratic centralism and subsidy mechanism 
clearly is extremely necessary and urgent, and actually is an 
arduous ideological struggle demanding direct and honest talk. 
And we think Implementation of the Political Bureau's resolution 
(draft) on changing the management mechanism should be_ tied 
closely to criticism and self-criticism just as the latter must 
definitely be tied closely to the struggle to realize and carry 
out this resolution from the Political Bureau. 

Paralleling the struggle for realization must also be exposure of 
individualistic thinking and motivation and hiding behind signs 
titled “centralism, planning” which, in essence, is bureaucratic 

centralism and special rights and special benefits. And after- 
wards we must resolutely and quickly abolish every unnecessary 
intermediary level and return to the primary level what is 
originally thelgs. 
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